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Abstract

The ultimate goal of early life studies of fish over the past century has been to better understand recruitment variability. Recruitment is the single most important natural event controlling year-class strength and biomass in fish populations. As evident in Georges Bank haddock, Melanogrammus aeglefinus, there is a strong relationship between recruitment success and processes occurring during the planktonic larval stage. Spatially explicit coupled biological-physical individual-based models are ideal for studying the processes of feeding, growth, and predation during the larval stage. This thesis sought new insights into the mechanisms controlling the recruitment process in fish populations by using recent advances in biological-physical modeling methods together with laboratory and field data sets. Interactions between feeding, metabolism and growth, vertical behavior, advection, predation, and the oceanic environment of larval haddock were quantitatively investigated using individual-based models. A mechanistic feeding model illustrated that species-specific behavioral characteristics of copepod prey are critically important in determining food availability to the haddock larvae. Experiments conducted with a one-dimensional vertical behavior model suggested that larval haddock should focus on avoiding visual predation when they are small and vulnerable and food is readily available. Coupled hydrodynamics, concentration-based copepod species, and individual-based larval haddock models demonstrated that the increased egg hatching rates and lower predation rates on larvae in 1998 contributed to its larger year-class. Additionally, results from these coupled models imply that losses to predation may be responsible for interannual variability in recruitment and larval survival. The findings of this thesis can be used to better manage the haddock population on Georges Bank by providing insights into how changes in the physical and biological environment of haddock affect their survival and recruitment, and more generally about the processes significant for larval fish survival.
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Chapter 1

Fisheries recruitment variability: a case study using larval haddock on Georges Bank

1.1. Background

1.1.1. Recruitment variability

The annual variation in year-class size of a fish population is an important determinant of the fishable biomass of the stock (Trippel & Chambers 1997). The well-known lack of correlation between spawning stock size and number of age-1 fish recruited to the adult population led Hjort (1914) to hypothesize that the size of a year-class is determined during the early life stage of fish. Over the past century, much emphasis has been placed on understanding the survival from the egg to the early juvenile stage. There are several classic hypotheses on the sources of mortality during this time period. Cushing (1984) postulated the “match-mismatch theory” suggesting that mortality occurs when the seasonal timing of the appearance of feeding fish larvae does not match that of the zooplankton bloom. The “member vagrant hypothesis” presented by Iles & Sinclair (1982) speculates that the physical conditions in a region might not retain larval fish in nursery habitats, thus leading to losses. Certain turbulent mixing
levels can cause mortality according to two hypotheses, either by breaking up patches of
prey necessary for high feeding rates (“ocean-stability”; Lasker 1975, Davis et al. 1991)
or by decreasing the likelihood of capturing prey (“downside of turbulence”; MacKenzie & Kiørboe 2000). Strong wind forcing may affect larval feeding seasonally by causing
the “washout” of copepod prey populations from the nursery area prior to larval hatching
such that prey concentrations are low for first-feeding larvae (Davis 1984, Lewis et al.
1994, 2001). A final hypothesis is that predation causes the bulk of larval fish mortality
(Bailey & Houde 1989).

Each of these hypotheses has been supported for larval cod (*Gadus morhua*)
and/or haddock (*Melanogrammus aeglefinus*), members of the Gadidae family. In the
North Sea, cod recruitment was greater when its dominant copepod prey *Calanus
finmarchicus* was produced later in the season than average (Cushing 1984). There was a
strong correlation between cod recruitment and *C. finmarchicus* abundance for the years
1962-1977 and no correlation when the years 1949-1961 were included, suggesting that
cod larvae and *C. finmarchicus* production was matched during the years with correlation
and mismatched the previous years (Cushing 1984). A coupled biological-physical
model by Werner et al. (1993) demonstrated the importance of the member-vagrant
hypothesis for larval cod and haddock. In their simulations only individual larvae that
remained below 25 m and shoalward of the 70 m isobath were retained in their habitat on
Georges Bank (Werner et al. 1993, 1996). Likewise, Chase (1955) found a relationship
between wind forcing and haddock recruitment on Georges Bank. The ocean-stability
hypothesis was supported by Buckley and Lough (1987) who found increased prey
concentrations and growth of larval haddock at a stratified site compared to a well-mixed site on Georges Bank. However, when prey is not concentrated in a layer or patch, a certain amount of turbulence is needed to increase encounters with prey as suggested by Werner et al. (1996), who were only able to model survival and realistic growth rates of larval cod using observed mean prey concentrations in turbulent conditions. Without turbulence, both larval cod and haddock starved in the first 2-3 days of the simulation (Werner et al. 1996). Field and modeling studies have shown that winter storms cause advective loss (washout) of copepod populations on Georges Bank thus reducing food available to larval fish, and that the strong 1975 haddock year-class was associated with a low-wind winter (Davis 1984, Lewis et al. 1994). Finally, mesocosm studies of cod larvae reported fast growth rates and high survival at natural prey concentrations but in the absence of predators (Øiestad 1985, Bailey & Houde 1989), implying that the lower survival rates observed in the field were the result of predation. Further strength for the predation hypothesis comes from the observation that mortality is the highest for eggs and yolk-sac larvae, which are non-feeding stages (Bailey & Houde 1989).

Despite the evidence supporting the match-mismatch hypothesis in the North Sea, it appears that the haddock population on Georges Bank has greater survival when mismatched (phase-shifted) to the copepod populations (Buckley & Durbin 2006). By hatching before the spring bloom, haddock are maximizing their size at time of year rather than size at age (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Buckley & Durbin 2006, Buckley et al. 2010). Hatching early results in slower growth from less food, less light needed for visual feeding, and lower temperatures compared to later in the year, but larvae benefit
from lower predation rates during this time (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Buckley & Durbin 2006, Buckley et al. 2010). These findings contradict the larval fish paradigms about size and survival, namely the “bigger is better,” “growth rate,” and “stage duration” hypotheses (Legget & Deblois 1994), which are based on the assumptions that mortality of larvae decreases with size and that larvae experience greater mortality than juveniles. Thus individuals with higher growth rates will spend less time as vulnerable larvae, particularly small larvae, with high mortality rates. From these studies it is apparent that many factors, such as seasonal changes in prey availability, predation risk, and the physical environment, are important in regulating the recruitment of cod and haddock. Thus to understand recruitment, we need to disentangle these factors, determine their relative importance, and reveal how they are affected by environmental variability.

1.1.2. Haddock

In an attempt to study processes controlling recruitment in fish populations, haddock was chosen as the model species because it represents a classic case of a recruitment-dominated fish stock, with relatively infrequent large year-classes dominating the population and fishable biomass at any given time (Figure 1.1). Haddock spawning is more restricted in time and space than cod, such that interactions with environmental conditions are more likely to yield boom or bust years. Haddock is also a commercially important fish species that has been exploited since the 19th century and has experienced stock collapses over the past four decades (Fogarty et al. 2001, Brodziak & Traver 2006). Haddock live on both coasts of the North Atlantic, including a
population on Georges Bank (Fogarty et al. 2001). The haddock life cycle consists of pelagic stages of eggs, larvae (Figure 1.2), and juveniles, followed by demersal stages of juveniles and adults. Development through the pelagic stages coincides with drift around the bank (Figure 1.3). Larvae hatch with a yolk sac and must begin feeding before its depletion (4-7 days post hatch; Auditore et al. 1994). Growth of both haddock and cod larvae on Georges Bank is food-limited and strongly dependent on availability of copepod prey (Buckley & Durbin 2006). On Georges Bank the four main copepod prey species of larval haddock and cod are *C. finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Oithona similis*, and *Centropages typicus* (Kane 1984).

Haddock recruitment is more variable than cod in many regions including Georges Bank, the North Sea, the Barents Sea, the Eastern Scotian Shelf, Browns Bank, the Faroe Islands, and Iceland (Fogarty et al. 2001). The haddock population on Georges Bank has had a few outstanding year-classes over the past half century (Figure 1.1). With 789 million age-1 recruits, the 2003 haddock year-class on Georges Bank was exceptionally large, replacing the extraordinary 1963 year-class as the largest ever recorded (Brodziak & Traver 2006). Other moderately strong year-classes occurred in 1975, 1978, 1998, and 2000 (Figure 1.1). Although both cod and haddock are similar demersal fishes with overlapping ranges and prey, haddock spawning is more restricted both seasonally and spatially. On Georges Bank cod spawn between November and June with the peak in March (Incze et al. 1996), while haddock have a shorter spawning duration from January through April with the peak in early April (Auditore et al. 1994, Lough et al. 2006). Likewise, cod spawning occurs over a broader area of Georges Bank,
while haddock spawning is primarily restricted to the northeast peak of the bank. In addition, field observations have shown that haddock larvae are more food-limited than cod larvae. The guts of cod larvae collected from Georges Bank typically contained later stages of copepods, larger prey, and more biomass than the guts of haddock larvae (Kane 1984). Furthermore, laboratory experiments show that larval haddock have a lower tolerance to variation in temperature and salinity than cod (Laurence & Rogers 1976). The combination of shorter spawning duration, restricted spawning area, weaker feeding abilities, and lower tolerance to environmental changes may explain why haddock recruitment is more punctuated than that of cod, though the underlying mechanisms are not understood. This combination of restricted spawning, sensitivity to environmental conditions, and dominant year-classes make haddock well suited as a model fish species for unraveling the factors controlling recruitment in fish populations.

1.1.3. GLOBEC

The U.S. GLOBal ocean ECosystem dynamics (GLOBEC) program is a multidisciplinary collaboration between oceanographers and fisheries scientists in order to study the effects of climate change on marine ecosystems. The U.S. GLOBEC Northwest Atlantic/Georges Bank (GLOBEC GB) program focuses on the population dynamics of dominant copepod species and fishes Atlantic cod and haddock, with respect to physical and biological changes of their habitat (Wiebe et al. 2002). The GLOBEC GB program collected data on monthly broadscale and process-oriented surveys during the years 1995-1999. One of the aims of GLOBEC GB Phase 4b is synthesis of the data.
to better understand the recruitment of cod and haddock. The approaches include the creation of biophysical models of fish larvae and full life cycle models of cod and haddock. Previous modeling studies of larval cod and haddock (Werner et al. 1996, Leising & Franks 1999) used a bioenergetics model based on Laurence (1985), which contained errors (Buckley et al. 2000). Alternative metabolic data was available for cod, and modeling was able to continue, resulting in many models of larval cod developed for specific regions such as Georges Bank, the Norwegian shelf, and the North Sea (e.g. Lough et al. 2005, Kristiansen et al. 2009c). An individual-based biophysical model for haddock that includes food-dependent growth and mechanistic feeding has not been constructed and implemented for any region since finding errors in the metabolism formulation. Recently, Lankin et al. (2008) have studied the metabolism of larval haddock, so that a model that includes temperature- and food-dependent growth and mechanistic feeding can be created. This thesis will develop a model to examine the underlying mechanisms controlling survival during the larval stage, focusing on larval haddock on Georges Bank as a model system.

1.1.4. Georges Bank

The study site is Georges Bank, a submerged plateau 300 km long by 150 km wide off the coast of New England (Figure 1.3). The majority of the bank is in the Exclusive Economic Zone of the United States, with part of the northeast peak governed by Canada. The general circulation of Georges Bank features a clockwise gyre around the bank forced by the density field, tidal rectification, and wind stress (Butman &
Beardsley 1987). Water enters the Gulf of Maine (GOM) from the Scotian Shelf and Northeast Channel and flows counterclockwise around the gulf, with a portion of the flow exiting through the western Great South Channel (GSC). A significant portion of the GOM flow moves onto Georges Bank along the northwestern edge and continues clockwise around the bank (Butman et al. 1982). In winter and spring, most of the Georges Bank flow exits the bank across the southern GSC, continuing along the shelf south of New England (Butman & Beardsley 1987). During summer, seasonal heating enhances the geostrophic flow around the bank with most of the flow recirculated on the bank (Butman & Beardsley 1987). The relatively fresh GOM water above 100 m is from the Scotian Shelf while the deeper GOM water is derived either from Labrador Slope Water (LSW) or Warm Slope Water (WSW; Pershing et al. 2001). The bulk of the Georges Bank water is from the fresher surface waters of the GOM, with smaller amounts of deep water being upwelled via tidal pumping along the northern edge, potentially impacting nutrient input to the bank (Chen & Beardsley 1998, Townsend et al. 2004). Loss of water and plankton also can occur by the passage of storms (Lewis et al, 1994, 2001) and Gulf Stream rings at the edge of the bank (Butman et al. 1982, Flierl & Wroblewski 1985).

The bathymetry of Georges Bank is characterized by a steep incline on the northern edge from 220 m to less than 60 m at the central plateau, while the southern flank deepens gradually from 60 to 100 m and then falls sharply to >2000 m at the edge of the continental shelf. The water on the shallow plateau (<60 m) is tidally mixed while the deeper water on the flanks (>60 m) is seasonally stratified, with a front where the
mixed and stratified water meet (Butman et al. 1982). Georges Bank is a very productive habitat from the continued upwelling and resuspension of nutrients by tidal forcing (Chen & Beardsley 1998). The high levels of nutrients, phytoplankton, and zooplankton on the bank support many fisheries, including cod and haddock.

The LSW and WSW described above form a coupled system that responds to basin-scale changes in climate on interannual to millennial time scales (Pershing et al. 2001). The LSW has lower nutrient concentrations (nitrate and silicate) than the WSW (Townsend et al. 2004) and therefore can potentially impact the productivity of the GOM/Georges Bank ecosystem. The latitudinal position of LSW and WSW along the coast is under North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) influence (Pershing et al. 2001, Townsend et al. 2004). During NAO lows there is enhanced volume transport of the Labrador Current and the LSW advances further downstream, displacing WSW further offshore (Pershing et al. 2001, Townsend et al. 2004). It is during these years that the deep water in the GOM is of LSW origin. Throughout NAO highs the Labrador Current and LSW transport are reduced, the frontal boundary retreats upstream, and WSW moves onshore towards the shelf (Pershing et al. 2001, Townsend et al. 2004) resulting in WSW-formed GOM deep water. With one exception, the GLOBEC study years took place during NAO highs. The NAO low of 1996 resulted in LSW entering Georges Bank during the spring of 1998 (Townsend et al. 2004). The C. finmarchicus population on Georges Bank originates in the GOM (Durbin et al. 1997). Abundance of C. finmarchicus in the GOM is correlated to the coupled slope system mode and the NAO,
and other copepod species may be as well (Pershing et al. 2001), which would have effects on the availability of prey for larval fish on Georges Bank.

The surface water of Georges Bank is derived from Scotian Shelf water and also has interannual variations. In the late 1990s there was a low sea surface salinity anomaly in the Northwest Atlantic (Häkkinen 2002, Belkin 2004). The input of fresher Scotian Shelf water into the GOM and Georges Bank could cause an earlier spring bloom (Ji et al. 2007) and result in a greater overlap of larval haddock with their food, resulting in increased survival (Platt et al. 2003). Potential support for this hypothesis comes from a negative correlation of salinity with growth and survival of larval cod and haddock found over the course of the GLOBEC GB study period (Buckley et al. 2006).

The 1998 haddock year-class was large on Georges Bank (Buckley & Durbin 2006). The 1998 haddock spawning period was broader than other years and egg production was low, but the egg and larval survival rates were the highest of the study period (Buckley & Durbin 2006, Mountain et al. 2008). Prey biomass and larval growth rates were high in 1997, 1998, and 1999, but these conditions alone did not result in large haddock year-classes in 1997 and 1999 (Buckley & Durbin 2006). On the other hand, 1995 was a year of low recruitment. Of the 5 study years, 1995 had the highest salinity (Buckley et al. 2006) and low prey biomass (Buckley & Durbin 2006). Both larval abundance at 15 days post hatch (Mountain et al. 2008) and recruitment per hatched egg (Mountain & Kane 2010) were higher in 1998 than 1995.
1.1.5. Individual-based modeling

Individual-based models (IBMs) have been widely used to study larval fish biology and transport. The inherent sparsity of larval fish in the environment precludes the use of concentration-based models, but IBMs are ideal for modeling larval fish. Using IBMs also allows individuals to be adaptive, such that they make choices depending on internal states and external environments in ways that increase fitness (Grimm & Railsback 2005). With an IBM, growth and death are the outcomes of adaptive behavior, and behavioral strategies may differ between individuals. An IBM makes it possible to answer questions related to individual variability of size and growth rate, which are important in many of the larval mortality hypotheses. Another benefit of these models of individual behavior is the emergence of properties of the population, such as recruitment.

1.2. Thesis Overview

The goal of this thesis is to study the processes that affect larval survival and thus recruitment success in the Georges Bank haddock population. Focus is placed on the feeding and vertical behavior of larval haddock because these factors affect starvation, growth, predation, and horizontal transport.
1.2.1. Foraging model

Until recently, most models of larval cod and haddock feeding have assigned stages of copepod species to different larval size classes as possible prey targets based on the mouth gape of the larvae and width of the copepods. A recent trophodynamic model of larval cod included a mechanistic feeding component where encounter rate, pursuit success, and capture success determined larval feeding success (Kristiansen et al. 2009b). Prey encounter rates were a function of prey characteristics, larval size, ambient light (since haddock and cod are visual foragers), turbulence, and prey density. Pursuit and capture success depended on the predation abilities of the larval fish and the escape behaviors of the copepod prey. It included copepod species-specific size information, but escape behaviors were parameterized for the copepod *Acartia tonsa*. The prey preferences predicted by this model (Kristiansen et al. 2009b) did not match observations; specifically it did not replicate the negative selection of *C. typicus* (Heath & Lough 2007). Prey preference of fish larvae depends on copepod species, even when they are the same length (Munk 1997) because escape behaviors differ between copepod species (Viitasalo et al. 1998, Titelman 2001, Titelman & Kjørboe 2003). I hypothesized that adding species-specific characteristics of the copepod prey to the mechanistic feeding model for larval fish would resolve the discrepancies between simulations and observations, as accurate prey preferences are important to studies of survival because they affect growth.

In Chapter 2, I parameterize the mechanistic foraging model, as well as a growth model, for haddock and cod, based upon their differences in morphology and
bioenergetics. I also add species- and stage-specific parameters for the four main copepod prey species *C. finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., *O. similis*, and *C. typicus* gathered from the literature on larval fish foraging behavior and copepod escape behavior. The goal of this second chapter is to answer the question: Which copepod species and stages are available as prey for larval haddock and cod, and why?

1.2.2. Vertical behavior model

It is not always clear how or why animals make behavioral decisions, such as habitat (depth) choice of larval fish in the water column. The vertical position of larval fish is important because it affects immediate growth and predation, and long-term drift and dispersal. Using imposed behaviors in a model does not always produce sound results because they are only valid for a particular environment and internal state (usually measured in a laboratory), both of which change in situ. It would be better to use a dynamic strategy where larvae can respond behaviorally to changes in the environment.

Habitat choice theory suggests that there is a trade-off between feeding/growth and predation (Gilliam & Fraser 1987). One formulation of this trade-off is the maximization of instantaneous ingestion or growth minus predation mortality. Kristiansen et al. (2009b) explored this behavioral strategy, with the addition of a risk sensitivity parameter that changed how the individual weighed the importance of feeding/growth and mortality as a function of gut fullness. The different forms of this equation resulted in very similar survival probabilities (0.001-0.005% difference) and
vertical distributions that did not match observations (Kristiansen et al. 2009a), both suggesting that a better solution exits.

There are a number of theoretical and practical concerns for implementing feeding/growth and mortality trade-off behaviors in IBMs (Railsback et al. 1999). One of the theoretical concerns is that the larval fish has perfect knowledge of its growth and mortality rates in the entire water column. Obviously, perfect knowledge is an unrealistic assumption, but larval fish may not even be able to sense gradients, at least in prey and predators that they sense one at a time in their small perception area. Fortunately, these types of information are not necessary and models with individuals that respond to local conditions can produce observed or optimal distributions (e.g. Davis et al. 1991).

In Chapter 3, I develop a one-dimensional model to test different swimming behaviors that affect the vertical distribution of haddock larvae, as well as their survival. The one-dimensional environment is representative of the southern flank of Georges Bank during the spring, with varying levels of prey, predators, and turbulence that larvae may experience. The behaviors are functions of ambient prey and light conditions and are meant to resolve the importance of starvation and visual predation mortality in the behavioral decisions governing larval haddock vertical distribution. The objective of this third chapter was to answer the questions: (1) How do different behaviors affect the depth distribution and mortality of haddock larvae?, and (2) Which behavior(s) produce(s) vertical distributions most similar to observations?
1.2.3. Three-dimensional coupled biological-physical model

In Chapter 4, I create the first biophysical IBM of larval haddock for Georges Bank using mechanistic feeding, and temperature- and food-dependent growth that incorporates recent metabolic data. In addition to the feeding and bioenergetics models, the IBM also includes models of predation and vertical behavior. The haddock IBM is coupled to a hydrodynamics model that moves the larvae in three-dimensions on Georges Bank and provides the light, temperature, and turbulence data. The IBM is also coupled to a concentration-based copepod population model, which receives input from the same hydrodynamics model and a lower trophic level nutrients-phytoplankton-zooplankton-detritus (NPZD) model. The copepod model supplies the prey fields for haddock feeding in the IBM (Figure 1.4).

This three-dimensional (3D) biophysical IBM is an excellent tool for testing questions related to larval haddock survival. The years 1995 and 1998 had different levels of wind, salinity, temperature, prey, haddock spawning, and egg hatching. These important physical and biological factors are manipulated in Chapter 4 to answer the question: Why were the levels of larval haddock survival on Georges Bank different in the years 1995 and 1998?

In addition to answering this question, the 3D model also provides some insights on interannual variability of the Georges Bank haddock population and the importance of certain sources of mortality.
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Figures

Figure 1.1. Georges Bank haddock biomass by age. Size of bubbles indicates relative amount. Biomass from strong year-classes (1963, 1975, 2003) propagates through the population for years (adapted from Brodziak & Traver 2006).
Figure 1.2. Haddock larva (Wes Pratt, http://www.usglobec.org).
Figure 1.3. Map of the Gulf of Maine (GOM) and Georges Bank (GB) with the subregions: Northeast Channel (NEC), Northeast Peak (NEP), Southern Flank (SF), Great South Channel (GSC). The 70 m, 100 m, and 200 m isobaths are labeled. Blue arrows denote the general surface circulation and red arrows are deep waters.
Figure 1.4. Flow chart of thesis models. The models used in each chapter are on the same line as the chapter number and above. NPZD – Nutrients-Phytoplankton-Zooplankton-Detritus, 3D IBM – Three-Dimensional Individual-Based Model.
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ABSTRACT: Coupled biological-physical models of larval fish have become a widely used tool for studying recruitment variability. Within these models, foraging components include prey selection as a determinant of food availability but have not yet considered species-specific escape behaviors of prey, which can be important in determining capture success. Furthermore, there has been extensive work on some species (e.g. cod Gadus morhua), but less on others (e.g. haddock Melanogrammus aeglefinus). We collected information from the literature on the escape behaviors of the copepods Calanus finmarchicus, Pseudocalanus spp., Oithona similis, and Centropages typicus, the dominant prey of larval haddock and cod on Georges Bank (NW Atlantic), for use in a mechanistic foraging model. The foraging model was coupled to a bioenergetics model to simulate larval haddock and cod feeding and growth. Larval haddock and cod demonstrated positive selection of Pseudocalanus spp. and negative selection of C. finmarchicus based on modeled Chesson’s preference index. Species-specific differences in escape abilities affected selection more than encounter rate. Prey escape behavior explained why larval cod rarely feed on C. typicus, although these prey items are numerous in the water column. Disparities between larval haddock and cod in their simulated prey selection and growth rates were the result of different mouth sizes and metabolisms. Simulated haddock foraging agreed with gut content observations of the size and species composition of ingested prey. These models are the first to describe haddock foraging and to include species-specific prey behaviors.
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INTRODUCTION

Survival and thereby recruitment of fish is largely determined during the first 6 mo after hatch (Houde 1987, Sundby et al. 1989). During this period, survival is affected by biological and physical conditions controlling the ability of larvae to find food in the water column. To study these processes, foraging models have been used in coupled biological-physical individual-based models (IBMs) of larval fish. Incorporating mechanistic feeding components into IBMs makes it possible to examine the foraging process in relation to key environmental conditions such as stratification, turbulence, and prey patchiness.

The foraging process itself is quite complex. For any predator, consumption rate is the product of encounter rate and capture success (Bailey & Houde 1989). Larval fish foraging follows a particular behavioral sequence: (1) encounter, (2) pursuit, (3) attack/capture, and (4) ingestion (MacKenzie & Kierboe 2000). Encounter is defined as the detection of the prey and is a function of prey density, the relative velocities of predator and...
prey, and the visibility of the prey (Rothschild & Osborn 1988, Bailey & Houde 1989, MacKenzie & Kiorboe 2000, Fiksen & MacKenzie 2002). Capture success is influenced by the predator's swimming speed and mouth size, the turbulent velocity, and the prey's ability to detect and respond to a predator during the pursuit or attack (Bailey & Houde 1989, MacKenzie & Kiorboe 2000). During the pursuit the larva swims towards the prey until: (1) the larva attacks the prey, (2) the prey escapes and the larva does not follow it, or (3) the prey is advected away and the larva does not follow it (MacKenzie & Kiorboe 2000). An attack occurs when the fish larva opens its mouth to capture and ingest the prey (MacKenzie & Kiorboe 2000). For cod Gadus morhua, this involves sucking in a volume of water and the prey within it (MacKenzie & Kiorboe 1995). Capture has occurred once the prey is in the mouth of the larva, and it is followed by ingestion (MacKenzie et al. 1994). The process of larval fish feeding on copepods has been mechanistically modeled by Caparroy et al. (2000) and adapted for larval cod by Fiksen & MacKenzie (2002).

The ability of a fish larva to capture copepod prey depends on the copepod species, even when the copepods are the same size (Munk 1997), because escape behaviors vary between copepod species (Tiselius & Jonsson 1990, Viitasalo et al. 1998, Titelman 2001, Titelman & Kiorboe 2003). Copepods possess adaptations to reduce their vulnerability to predation, including mechanoreceptors on their setae that detect the hydrodynamic signals produced by predators (Haury et al. 1980, Yen et al. 1992). The signal that copepods perceive is the deformation rate of the fluid (Kiorboe & Visser 1999). A deformation rate above a certain threshold will elicit an escape ‘jump’ (Kiorboe & Visser 1999), where a copepod orients itself away from the predator and jumps at a speed 50 to 200 times greater than its average swimming speed (Mauchline 1998, Titelman & Kiorboe 2003, Waggett & Buskey 2007). The deformation rate threshold, escape jump angle, and escape jump speed are all species- and stage-specific (Tiselius & Jonsson 1990, Viitasalo et al. 1998, Titelman 2001, Titelman & Kiorboe 2003).

On Georges Bank (NW Atlantic) the 4 main copepod prey items of the larval gadids cod and haddock are Calanus finmarchicus, Pseudocalanus spp., Oithona similis, and Centropages typicus (Kane 1984). From gut observations of both cod and haddock, it is evident that not all potential prey species are found in the larval gut. Larval cod and haddock prefer Pseudocalanus spp., while Centropages typicus and O. similis are ingested less than in proportion to their abundance in the water column, and Calanus finmarchicus is rarely selected because of its large size (Kane 1984, Heath & Lough 2007, Broughton & Lough in press).

Until recently, most models of larval cod and haddock feeding have assigned stages of copepod species to different larval size classes as possible prey targets based on gut contents or the mouth gape of the larvae and width of the copepods. Current trophodynamic models of larval cod (Kristiansen et al. 2007, 2009b) include a mechanistic foraging component where encounter rate, pursuit success, and capture success determine ingestion. Kristiansen et al. (2009b) used an IBM with a mechanistic feeding component that included species-specific size information, but escape behaviors were limited to escape speed that was parameterized for the copepod Acartia tonsa. These model experiments were unable to explain why Centropages typicus is not a preferred prey item for larval cod. The authors suggested this disparity could be caused by a different behavioral strategy between Pseudocalanus spp. and C. typicus (which are similar in size). We expand on the Kristiansen et al. (2009b) model by including species- and stage-specific escape behaviors to determine which species and life stages of copepods larval haddock and cod can capture, and how this influences energy gained, growth, and thereby chances of survival.

An accurate understanding of foraging in haddock and cod larvae is important, since growth of both species is strongly dependent on the availability of copepod prey (Buckley & Durbin 2006). The larval diets of these closely related species overlap significantly on Georges Bank (Kane 1984, Broughton & Lough in press). However, the guts of haddock larvae typically contain earlier stages of copepods, smaller prey, and less biomass than the guts of cod larvae of the same size (Kane 1984, Lough & Mountain 1996, Rowlands et al. 2008). The fin development of larvae 8 to 9 mm is more advanced in haddock than cod. Audito et al. (1994) suggest that the advanced fin development may give haddock more maneuverability for setting up precise feeding strikes and selecting smaller prey. The feeding behavior of larval cod has been well characterized (MacKenzie & Kiorboe 1995, Munk 1995, Fiksen et al. 1998, Hunt von Herbing & Gallager 2000, Ruzicka 2004, Ruzicka & Gallager 2006a, 2006b), but mechanistic feeding studies of larval haddock are lacking. Here we explore the differences between larval haddock and cod prey selection by modeling foraging behavior in both species.

Our objectives are to (1) use information on the morphology and physiology of larval haddock to create the first coupled mechanistic foraging and bioenergetics model for this species, (2) use species-specific prey behaviors in foraging models of both larval haddock and cod, and (3) examine why certain copepod species are positively or negatively selected as prey.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The model. The model description follows the overview, design, details (ODD) protocol for describing individual- and agent-based models (Grimm & Railsback 2005, Grimm et al. 2006) and consists of 7 elements. The first 3 elements provide an overview, the 4th element explains general concepts underlying the model’s design, and the remaining 3 elements provide details.

Purpose. The purpose of our IBM was to improve our understanding of the complex feeding ecology of larval haddock and cod on Georges Bank. This included the interaction between copepod size/escape behavior, larval fish feeding behavior, and the abiotic environment. Analysis of the feeding ecology was made possible using a mechanistic feeding component that accounted for the processes of prey encounter, pursuit, and capture. Species-specific copepod behaviors were included in the foraging component to improve on previous work of larval cod prey selection (Kristiansen et al. 2009b). Additionally, the IBM was parameterized for larval haddock to investigate whether the model could capture the differences between larval haddock and cod diets. A bioenergetics component of the IBM was used to examine the effects of feeding on growth. In these short numerical experiments larvae did not die. They were not preyed upon, nor did they die from starvation, so the potential effects of only the fittest larvae surviving were not examined here.

State variables and scales. The model environment was a 1-dimensional water column 70 m deep and divided into discrete 1 m depth intervals. Each depth layer was characterized by temperature, light, turbulence, and prey abundance, all of which varied with time. The IBM simulated individual larval fish that were described by the state variables: species, length, weight, depth, gut size, stomach fullness, and growth rate. Prey items were identified by species (4 total: Calanus finmarchicus, Pseudocalanus spp., Oithona similis, and Centropages typicus), stage (13 total: 6 naupliar stages, NI to NVI; 5 copepodite stages, CI to CV; and 1 adult stage separated into females and males, CVII and CVIIm), length, width, weight, and concentration. The model was run for 108 h (4.5 d) with a time step of 1 h.

Process overview and scheduling. For each time step, the environmental variables were updated, and then the foraging and bioenergetics components were run sequentially. Within a component, individuals were called one at a time by depth, starting at 1 m and ending at 70 m. Within the foraging component, the steps of encounter, pursuit, and capture were simulated in that order, for each individual and for each species and stage of copepod. The capture process was repeated 1000 times for each individual larva and prey type to calculate a probability of successful capture. Total biomass captured by each individual for each time step was stored in the stomach, and used in the bioenergetics component to calculate energy needed to sustain metabolism. The remaining energy in the stomach was then used to calculate growth.

Design concepts. Emergence: Prey preference, a measure of what prey types an individual ingests compared to the prey types available in its environment, emerged from the mechanistically modeled foraging process of each individual fish. Additionally, the average growth rate arose from the foraging activities of all individuals.

Sensing: Visual detection of prey was light-dependent. Though larvae could not sense the deformation threshold of each copepod prey type, the approach speed was modeled to be less than that which would elicit an escape response.

Interaction: Individual larvae were assumed not to interact with each other due to their observed sparseness in nature and lack of grazing pressure on their prey populations (Pepin & Penney 2000), thus there were no density-dependent responses and larvae were assumed not to reduce the prey density by feeding. Based on laboratory observations, we assumed that each species and stage of copepod prey was encountered and pursued, and potentially captured and ingested, one at a time. Encounter was a function of prey concentration, among other variables; it was not determined by explicitly modeling the position of each copepod relative to each larval fish.

Stochasticity: Within the foraging subroutine, probabilities of encounter, successful approach, and successful capture were used to compute the total prey ingested. The probabilities of encounter and successful approach were calculated from theoretical equations (Caparroy et al. 2000, Fiksen & MacKenzie 2002, Kristiansen et al. 2007, 2009b). The probability of successful capture was determined from 1000 attempts of capturing each copepod species and stage. During each capture attempt, the escape jump angle of a copepod was drawn from a normal distribution with mean specific to that species and an SD of 30°, where 0° was directly away from the mouth of the larval fish.

Observation: Every hour, for each individual, observations were made of all the larval state variables, the probability of successful capture of each prey item, the total number of each species and stage of prey ingested, the length and width of each prey item ingested, the total biomass ingested, and the larval growth rate.

Initialization. The model was initialized with 1 larval fish fixed at each 1 m depth position from surface to bottom for a total of 70. All model simulations were repeated for 5 initial larval standard lengths: 5, 7, 9, 11,
or 15 mm, spanning the range of larval/early juvenile sizes measured on Georges Bank. Stomach fullness was initialized at 10% to ensure hunger, but avoid effects of immediate starvation. Model simulations were run from 13:00 h local time on 22 May to 24:00 h on 27 May for both 1993 and 1994. This period was chosen to take advantage of an existing field data set used to force the model and compared with model results (Lough et al. 2005). Several simulations were conducted to examine differences between years, differences between cod and haddock, and sensitivity to parameterization of foraging behaviors. Because the effects of stochasticity (escape jump angle) on prey ingested and growth rate were so small, the results of 1 simulation run are presented here.

**Input.** In situ temperature and prey concentration and modeled light and turbulence served as model input. Temperature and prey concentration were measured on the seasonally stratified southern flank of Georges Bank in May of 1993 and 1994 in a study that tracked a cohort of larvae with a drifter at 13 m depth (Lough et al. 2005). Temperature from conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) observations and prey concentration from Multiple Opening/Closing Net and Environmental Sampling System (MOCNESS) collections were interpolated in space and time to produce values for each depth and each hour over the 4.5 d. Surface light was modeled as a function of the day of the year and latitude (Skartveit et al. 1996), which was used with a constant attenuation coefficient ($k = 0.18$) to calculate exponentially decaying light at depth. Turbulence was calculated from a 1-dimensional model for Georges Bank forced by winds, hydrographic conditions, and the M₂ tide (Naimie 1996).

**Submodels.** Foraging: The mechanistic feeding component of the IBM was built on previous work by Caparroy et al. (2000) and Fiksen & MacKenzie (2002), and is described in detail in Kristiansen et al. (2007, 2009b). The foraging submodel sequentially simulated the encounter, pursuit, and capture of prey by larval fish. Encounter occurs in front of the larva’s head in a hemisphere volume with radius equal to the perception distance. The visual perception of a prey item is determined by larval size, light level, water quality between the prey and the larva (beam attenuation coefficient), prey contrast, and prey image area. Haddock and cod larvae move in a ‘pause-travel’ pattern (Evans & O’Brien 1988). During the pause, the larva encounters a prey item that resides in the hemisphere in front of its head. Encounter between prey and predator is also achieved if the prey swims, or is advected by turbulence into the larval visual hemisphere during pause. These methods of encounter depend on the prey density, larval visual abilities (size and light-level dependent), prey swimming speed, and turbulent velocity. The larva will try to pursue all prey encountered. To avoid being detected by the prey, the larva always pursues at a speed that ensures that the resulting shear is below the sensitivity threshold of the prey. A copepod escapes during pursuit if the larva takes too long to reach it. The larva must travel at the undetectable speed and reach the copepod in <10 s, the average pursuit time measured in laboratory experiments (see Fiksen & MacKenzie 2002). Thus, successful pursuit is controlled by the sensitivity threshold of that prey type, and the encounter distance between prey and predator. Also during pursuit, the prey can be advected by turbulence out of the perception volume of the larva (MacKenzie & Kiorboe 2000). If the larva reaches the prey without detection or without loss by turbulent advection it reaches the attack position a short distance from the prey. During larval attack, the copepod has one last chance to escape by jumping, with its specific speed and angle, out of the volume of water that will be engulfed by the larva. If the prey remains within visual detection of the larva, the larva will try again to capture it, up to 3 times.

The mechanistic feeding component of the IBM is the same as described in Kristiansen et al. (2009b), with the exception that we included species-specific swimming and escape behaviors (swimming speed, detection threshold, escape jump angle, escape jump speed) for the dominant prey items *Calanus finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus spp.*, *Oithona similis*, and *Centropages typicus* (see ‘Copepod parameterization’ below). Furthermore, the mouth gape parameter, $m$ (mm), differed between simulations of cod ($m_c$) and haddock ($m_h$) as follows:

$$m_c = \exp(-3.720 + 1.818 \times \ln(L) - 0.1219 \times \ln(L)^2)$$

$$m_h = 0.128 \times L^{0.923}$$

where $L$ is standard length in mm. The mouth gape sizes were empirically derived by Otterå & Folkvord (1993) for cod and Rowlands et al. (2006) for haddock.

**Bioenergetics.** After the ingested prey items have been stored in the stomach from the feeding component, the IBM uses a bioenergetics component to calculate growth and metabolism. The details of this model can be found in Kristiansen et al. (2007) with the only difference being the respiration rate. Rather than using the respiration rate of Finn et al. (2002), we modeled the routine respiration rate as described in Lough et al. (2005), which was measured on larval cod from the Georges Bank population. The routine respiration rate applied in the larval haddock simulations was from a laboratory study by Larkin et al. (2008), and, like cod, was measured on fish from Georges Bank at temperatures of 4, 7, and 10°C. The routine respiration rates (μl O₂ fish⁻¹ h⁻¹) of cod ($R_c$) and haddock ($R_h$) are
\[ R_e = 0.00114 \times W^{(1.029 - 0.00774 \times \ln(W))} \times \exp(T \times (0.10720 - 0.00320 \times \ln(W))) \]  
\[ R_o = 1.021 \times (W \times 1000)^{0.995} \times \exp(0.092 \times T) \]

where \( W \) is dry weight in \( \mu g \), and \( T \) is temperature in °C. When light was below the threshold value of 0.01 \( \mu mol \ s^{-1} \ m^{-2} \) it was regarded as too dark to feed and the routine respiration was used in the bioenergetic calculations. Above this threshold we invoked an active metabolism of 1.4 \( \times R \) for larvae <5.5 mm and 2.5 \( \times R \) for larvae >5.5 mm (Lough et al. 2005). Growth was either temperature- and food-dependent or just temperature-dependent determined by the amount of biomass stored in the stomach. The amount of biomass ingested in the foraging subroutine was stored in the gut, and not allowed to exceed the capacity of the gut. If this amount of biomass was enough for maximum growth, as determined by weight, respiration rate and assimilation rate, then growth was the maximum temperature-dependent rate. If the biomass in the gut was below this amount, it was converted into body mass and growth was food-limited.

**Copepod parameterization.** The copepod parameters necessary for use in the mechanistic foraging model were image area, contrast, swimming speed, deformation rate threshold, escape jump speed, and escape jump angle. The image area of all species and stages was calculated for elongate prey as a function of copepod length and width (area = \( 0.75 \times \) length \( \times \) width). Information on species-specific contrast was lacking, thus all species and stages were assumed to have the same value (0.3; Utne-Palm 1999) used to represent moderately transparent prey (0.1 = transparent, 1.0 = black; Fiksen et al. 1998). Species- and stage-specific information on swimming speed, deformation rate threshold, escape jump speed, and escape jump angle of *Calanus finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Oithona similis*, and *Centropages typicus* was gathered from the literature. The literature comprised laboratory experiments of moving tanks with obstacles (Haury et al. 1980), stationary tanks with siphons (Fields & Yen 1997, Viitasalo et al. 1998, 2001, Kierboe et al. 1999, Titelman 2001, Titelman & Kierboe 2003), and tanks with predators (Greene et al. 1986, Tiselius & Jonsson 1990, Viitasalo et al. 1998, Svensen & Kierboe 2000, Titelman 2001). The experiments recorded behaviors with video and then measured the behaviors by digital analysis.

We were not able to find data for each stage of each species for every behavior, nor was there enough data to individually fit equations to determine the behaviors as functions of stage or size. To solve this problem we assumed that mean escape jump angle was constant for a given species and that deformation rate threshold, swimming speed, and escape jump speed were proportional to length. Justification for this assumption comes from Kierboe & Visser (1999) who showed that the deformation rate threshold scales inversely with size, while swimming speed and escape speed are often reported in body lengths (BL) \( s^{-1} \) because they increase with prey size (Mauchline 1998, Caparroy et al. 2000). Some copepods have a hop-sink motility (Mauchline 1998, Titelman 2001, Titelman & Kierboe 2003) with 2 associated speeds. This motility was represented as 1 swimming speed by averaging the hop speed and sinking speed by the proportion of time spent performing each behavior.

Values for the behaviors were often listed in the literature for 1 developmental stage only or for a group of stages. Linear regressions of escape behavior as a function of length were created by assigning the average prosome length (Davis 1984, 1987) to each developmental stage. If 1 value of a behavior was given for a group of stages (e.g. NI to IIII) that value was used for each stage within that group. Because of certain behaviors there was only 1 value reported for 1 stage of a species, all regressions were assumed to intercept the origin.

Information on certain behaviors was lacking altogether for some species. The genus *Pseudocalanus* on Georges Bank comprises *P. moultoni* and *P. newmani* (McGillicuddy & Bucklin 2002), which we parameterized using data for the closely related *P. elongatus*. Swimming speeds of a related species, *Calanus pacificus*, were used to fit a linear regression to the *C. finmarchicus* lengths. This method resulted in a swimming speed of 1.97 BL \( s^{-1} \), which is equivalent to the 2 BL \( s^{-1} \) found by Hardy & Bainbridge (1954 in Mauchline 1998) for *C. finmarchicus* nauplii. It is a conservative estimate for copepodites and adults that have been reported to swim up to 5 BL \( s^{-1} \) (Mauchline 1998). The literature on *Oithona similis* escape speed provided the average velocities of initial escape attempts (47.2 BL \( s^{-1} \)) and the final escape attempt (77.0 BL \( s^{-1} \)) that freed the individual from siphon flow (Fields 2000). The average of escape speed of the other 3 copepod species in BL \( s^{-1} \) (74.1 BL \( s^{-1} \)) was closer to the final escape attempt speed of *O. similis*, and this average was used in the simulations. Finally, there was no information on *O. similis* or *Pseudocalanus* spp. escape angle. Escape angles for *O. similis* and *Pseudocalanus* spp. were assumed to be 30° (0.524 radians), the value used by Fiksen & MacKenzie (2002) that they adapted from results in Titelman (2001). The equations for copepod escape behavior and their sources are given in Table 1. We recognize that copepod behavior is more complex than what is represented by these functions; however, they are a first attempt at incorporating species-specific copepod behavior into larval fish foraging models.
**Larval haddock parameterization.** Like cod, haddock is a saltatory (pause-travel) forager (Auditore et al. 1994). Saltatory foraging is distinguished by a swimming burst used to move to a new search location, a glide while the larva slows down, and a pause, during which the larva searches for prey (Evans & O’Brien 1988). Behavioral characteristics of the saltatory foraging strategy include burst speed, burst duration (BD), pause duration (PD), and pause frequency (PF). These characteristics have been measured for cod (MacKenzie & Kiorboe 1995, Munk 1995, Fiksen et al. 1998, Hunt von Herbing & Gallagher 2000, Ruzicka & Gallagher 2006b), but not for haddock. Therefore, larval haddock foraging behavior must be inferred from unpublished studies of haddock and published information about number, type, and biomass of prey ingested.

Laurence (1985) defines search capacity as the product of the larval swimming speed and the cross-sectional area of its perception volume, and reports that larval haddock has a lower search capacity as a function of weight in comparison to cod larvae. How-ever, in studies of larval haddock and cod (Werner et al. 1993), length is used as a measure of age rather than weight because their mean length at age is equivalent (Bolz & Lough 1988). At a given length, a larval haddock weighs more than cod (Fig. 1a). Thus, the search capacities of haddock and cod as a function of length, a proxy for age, are relatively equal (Fig. 1b). The search volume geometry of cod has been approximated as a hemisphere (Hunt von Herbing & Gallagher 2000, Fiksen & MacKenzie 2002). In contrast, unpublished laboratory observations (H. Browman unpubl. data) led Galbraith et al. (2004) to conclude that the search volume geometry of a 6 mm cod larva is a wedge. However, the different perception distances used with each search volume geometry result in equivalent volumes of water searched (Ruzicka & Gallagher 2006a). Additionally, Mariani et al. (2007) found that model results using hemisphere geometry were more consistent with laboratory and field observations of larval cod. Taking into account the equivalent search capacities of cod and haddock, we assumed that the swimming speed and perception distance of haddock and cod could be treated as equal for a given length, and that their search geometry was hemispherical. If larval haddock eat significantly smaller prey than cod then that must be attributed to differences in metabolism, mouth size, and other aspects of foraging behavior such as PD and PF.

To understand the sensitivity of haddock gut contents to changes in foraging behavior, 3 different simulations were completed using different sets of parameters, but forced by the same environmental conditions from May 1993. All 3 used mouth size as a function of length from Rowlands et al. (2006; our Eq. 2) and a length-weight re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Species: stages</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. finmarchicus</td>
<td>Swimming speed (mm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>1.97 × L</td>
<td>C. pacificus: NII–NIII, NV–CVI</td>
<td>Greene et al. (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escape speed (mm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>74.5 × L</td>
<td>C. finmarchicus: CIV–CV</td>
<td>Haury et al. (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity threshold (s⁻¹)</td>
<td>1.00 × L⁻¹</td>
<td>C. finmarchicus: CV</td>
<td>Kiorboe et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escape jump angle (rad)</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>C. finmarchicus: CIV–CV</td>
<td>Haury et al. (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudocalanus spp.</td>
<td>Swimming speed (mm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.859 × L</td>
<td>P. elongatus: CII–CIV, CVI</td>
<td>Tiselius &amp; Jonsson (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escape speed (mm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>57.3 × L</td>
<td>Pseudocalanus spp.: NII–CI</td>
<td>Landry &amp; Fagerness (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity threshold (s⁻¹)</td>
<td>2.78 × L⁻¹</td>
<td>P. elongatus: CI–CVI</td>
<td>Viitasalo et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escape jump angle (rad)</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>P. elongatus: CI–CVI</td>
<td>Viitasalo et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. similis</td>
<td>Swimming speed (mm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.708 × L</td>
<td>Oithona sp.: CVI</td>
<td>Svensen &amp; Kiorboe (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escape speed (mm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>74.1 × L</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity threshold (s⁻¹)</td>
<td>2.66 × L⁻¹</td>
<td>Oithona sp.: CVI</td>
<td>Kiorboe et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escape jump angle (rad)</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. typicus</td>
<td>Swimming speed (mm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>1.301 × L</td>
<td>C. typicus: CIV–CVI</td>
<td>Tiselius &amp; Jonsson (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escape speed (mm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>90.6 × L</td>
<td>C. typicus: NI–NII, NV–CVI</td>
<td>Titelman &amp; Kiorboe (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity threshold (s⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.396 × L⁻¹</td>
<td>C. typicus: NI–NII, NV–CVI</td>
<td>Titelman &amp; Kiorboe (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escape jump angle (rad)</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>C. typicus: NI–NII, NV–CVI</td>
<td>Titelman &amp; Kiorboe (2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Corrected with the method of Kiorboe et al. (1999)*

| Table 1. Calanus finmarchicus, Pseudocalanus spp., Oithona similis, and Centropages typicus. Functions for copepod escape behavior. L: body length (mm); NI to NVI: 6 naupliar stages; CI to CVI: 5 copepodite stages, CVI: adult stage |
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that BD of larval cod is relatively constant across different environmental conditions, but PF and PD are plastic. PF and PD are inversely related, such that if one is increased the other must decrease so that BD + PD = PF\(^{-1}\) (Ruzicka 2004). This formulation was used to calculate the PD for the second and third simulations assuming that BD for haddock is equal to that of cod. PF was chosen as the behavior to alter because it has a greater effect in the encounter rate model. We looked at the effects of foraging behavior parameters on average biomass and prey length ingested and Chesson's preference index. Percent error was calculated between observations and each simulation (model-data misfit). Percent difference of the 200% and 50% simulations from the baseline haddock model were also calculated.

Prey preference index. Prey selection is defined as a difference between the composition of a predator's diet and the availability of prey types in the environ-

ment (Ivlev 1961). Active prey selection occurs when a predator actively selects and rejects prey, possibly for taste or nutritional value, while fixed prey selection occurs because some prey types are more vulnerable than others (Greene et al. 1986). Chesson's preference index, \(\alpha_i\), detects prey selection by measuring preference for a specific prey type relative to its abundance and the abundance of the other prey types (Chesson 1978). It is calculated as

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{(r_i/n_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{m}(r_i/n_i)}
\]

where \(r_i\) is the number of prey type \(i\) in the diet, \(n_i\) is the abundance of prey type \(i\) in the environment, and \(m\) is the total number of prey types. Neutral selection occurs when prey types are eaten in amounts proportional to their abundance in the environment (1/\(m\)). A preference value above neutral indicates positive selection, whereas a value below specifies negative selection (Chesson 1978). Chesson's preference index was also used to calculate ratios of preferred prey length to larval length, and preferred prey width to larval length.

Simulation experiments. A total of 40 simulations were run: 5 initial larval lengths (5, 7, 9, 11, and 15 mm), 2 yr (1993, 1994), 2 species (cod, haddock), and 3 different parameterizations for haddock (50, 100, and 200% PF). The larvae were initialized at different lengths to compare their foraging and growth results to observations of 3 to 5 mm, 6 to 8 mm, and 9 to 13 mm larvae (Lough et al. 2005, Broughton & Lough in press). Both haddock and cod were simulated in order to compare and contrast their prey preferences. Due to the uncertainty of haddock foraging behavior, 3 different parameterizations of PF and PD were completed to examine their effect on prey preference and growth.

Table 2. Melanogrammus aeglefinus. Salitary foraging behavior parameters and values used for haddock simulations. PF: pause frequency; PD: pause duration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value used for simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PF (s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>PD (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline(^a)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200% of baseline PF value</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% of baseline PF value</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^a)From Lough et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS

Copepod escape parameters

The accuracy of the copepod behavior functions was assessed by comparing them to observations. Viitasalo et al. (2001) observed that adult *Pseudocalanus* spp. had a lower deformation rate threshold compared to adult *Temora longicornis*. From our equations, the detection threshold of an adult *Pseudocalanus* is 2.8 s\(^{-1}\), which is less than the 6.5 s\(^{-1}\) calculated for an adult *T. longicornis* (Kiorboe et al. 1999). Other sources of agreement between the equations and observations include the *Calanus finmarchicus* deformation threshold being much less than that of *Oithona similis* (Kiorboe et al. 1999), and that nauplii of any particular species need larger deformation rates than copepodes of that same species (Titelman 2001). Titelman & Kiorboe (2003) used a model to calculate which type of swimming style would result in the greatest encounter rates with larval cod. When all else was held constant, encounter rate decreased in the order of the following styles: high-frequency hop-sink, medium-frequency hop-sink, continuously cruising in straight lines, continuously cruising in loops, and low-frequency hop-sink. By using our equations for swimming speed to estimate encounter rate for hypothetical copepods of the same size, encounter would be greatest for *C. finmarchicus*, followed by *Centropages typicus*, then *Pseudocalanus* spp., and lastly *O. similis*. Since the motility of *C. finmarchicus* and *C. typicus* is medium-frequency hop-sink, *Pseudocalanus* spp. is a continuous swimmer, and *O. similis* has a low-frequency hop-sink motility (Mauchline 1998, Titelman & Kiorboe 2003), our results agree with those of Titelman & Kiorboe (2003).

Escape angle (where 0°/180° is directly away from/towards the predator) increased with *Centropages typicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp. and *Oithona similis*, and lastly *Calanus finmarchicus* (Fig. 2a). *O. similis* had the slowest swimming speed, followed by *Pseudocalanus* spp., *C. typicus*, and *C. finmarchicus* (Fig. 2b). *C. finmarchicus* was the fastest at escape jumping, with *C. typicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., and *O. similis* slower (Fig. 2c). Of the 4 main prey targets, the most sensitive (lowest deformation rate threshold) was *C. typicus*, then *C. finmarchicus*, with the much less sensitive *Pseudocalanus* spp. and *O. similis* following (Fig. 2d).

---

Modeled haddock feeding on observed prey densities

At prey densities observed in May of 1993 and 1994 on Georges Bank, larval haddock had the greatest probability of capturing *Oithona similis*, followed by *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Centropages typicus*, and *Calanus finmarchicus* in decreasing order (e.g. see 5 and 9 mm cases for 1993 in Fig. 3a, b). The probabil-

Fig. 2. *Calanus finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Oithona similis*, and *Centropages typicus*. Parameterized (a) escape jump angle and speed for each species, (b) swimming speed, (c) escape jump speed, and (d) deformation rate threshold of each developmental stage. BL: body length, NI to NVI: 6 naupliar stages, CI to CV: 5 copepodite stages, CVF: adult female, CVM: adult male
ity of capturing a given copepod stage increased with larval size (cf. Fig. 3a,b). Chesson’s preference index for all sizes in both years revealed a strong preference for *Pseudocalanus* spp. (e.g. 1993, Fig. 3c,d). Some stages of *O. similis* and *C. typicus* were positively selected, while others negatively (cf. Fig. 3c,d). Larval haddock under 15 mm in length had a negative selection for all stages of *C. finmarchicus* (Fig. 3c,d). In both years, haddock increasingly preferred larger, later stages as the larva grew (e.g. 1993, Fig. 3c,d). As larval size increased, preference for *C. finmarchicus* and *C. typicus* increased, *O. similis* preference decreased, and preference for *Pseudocalanus* spp. varied little with haddock length (Table 3). On average, modeled larval haddock preferred in decreasing order: *Pseudocalanus* spp., *C. typicus*, *O. similis*, and *C. finmarchicus* (Table 3). Using prey densities from 1994 resulted in a decrease in preference for *Pseudocalanus* spp. and *C. typicus*, and an increase in preference for *C. finmarchicus* and *O. similis* (Table 3) compared to 1993.

The ratio of preferred prey length to larval length was between 0.03 and 0.13 for both 5 and 9 mm larval sizes.
Table 3. *Melanogrammus aeglefinus*. Sum of modeled larval haddock Chesson’s preference index (×100) of all developmental stages of each copepod species. Neutral selection α = 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copepod species</th>
<th>Chesson’s preference index (×100)</th>
<th>Haddock larval length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1993</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calanus finmarchicus</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudocalanus spp.</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oithona similis</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centropages typicus</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1994</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calanus finmarchicus</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudocalanus spp.</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oithona similis</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centropages typicus</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Haddock (Fig. 4a,b). The ratio of preferred prey width to larval length was wider for 5 mm larvae (0.02 to 0.08; Fig. 4c) than for 9 mm larvae (0.015 to 0.045; Fig. 4d). However, the strength of preference for all copepod species of the same length and/or width was not the same, with *Pseudocalanus* spp. being the highest (Fig. 4). The same results were obtained for the 1994 runs (data not shown), thus, simulated haddock larvae preferred prey with the same length to larval length ratio in both years. The average prey length eaten in 1994, however, was greater than in 1993 for the 7, 9, and 11 mm size classes (Fig. 5a). The average biomass ingested increased with larval size and was greater in 1994 than 1993 for all sizes (Fig. 5b). The average growth rate (% d⁻¹) increased until 11 mm and then declined for 15 mm haddock larvae (Fig. 5c). Growth rates were also higher in 1994 than 1993 for all sizes of larval haddock (Fig. 5c) and all depths above 65 m (Fig. 5d). Growth was negative at depths below 55 m (Fig. 5d).
Comparisons between modeled haddock and cod

The qualitative differences between simulations for cod using observed prey distributions from 1993 and 1994 were the same as those for haddock. The probability of cod capturing a given copepod species followed the same decreasing order as found for haddock: *Oithona similis*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Centropages typicus*, and *Calanus finmarchicus*. At 5 mm, the probability of capturing each stage was greater for haddock (Fig. 6a). At 7 mm the probabilities of capture were very similar, with cod slightly greater than haddock for the stages where they differed (data not shown). Larger cod (9 to 15 mm) had a greater probability of successful capture of all copepod species and stages (Fig. 6b–d).

Under observed prey conditions, the differences in Chesson’s preference index between haddock and cod appeared small under both 1993 and 1994 conditions (cf. 1993 in Fig. 7), with nearly identical preferences in both years. Nonetheless, for prey densities observed in 1993 and 1994, 5 mm haddock ate on average larger prey than cod, while cod in the 9 to 15 mm length classes ate larger prey than haddock (Fig. 8a,b). On average, haddock larvae consumed a greater biomass of copepods than cod for all sizes and years (Fig. 8c,d). Average daily growth rates were greater for 5 mm haddock larvae, equivalent for 7 mm larvae, and greater for 9 to 15 mm cod larvae as modeled for both years (Fig. 8e,f). By depth, the growth rates were similar in 1993 (Fig. 8g), with cod growth rates greater in the surface and deep waters. In 1994, cod growth exceeded that of haddock at all depths (Fig. 8h).

Comparisons to observations

Observations of larval haddock and cod gut contents as well as measurements of RNA:DNA ratios were made on the same cruise that measured the prey distribution used to force the model (Lough et al. 2005). Modeled foraging results were compared to observed gut contents and the resulting Chesson’s preference index (Broughton & Lough in press), while growth rates were compared to those calculated from the RNA:DNA ratios and reported by Lough et al. (1997, 2005).

The observed prey composition in the gut did not differ between each corresponding size class (3 to 5 mm, 6 to 8 mm, and 9 to 13 mm) of larval haddock and cod for both 1993 and 1994 (χ² test, p > 0.05). The absence of statistically significant differences in gut contents, as well as significant niche overlap (Broughton & Lough in press), are reflected in the nearly identical modeled preferences of haddock and cod (Fig. 7). The model was able to capture some qualitative differences, such as haddock eating smaller prey than cod (Fig. 8a,b) and haddock eating younger stages of copepods for longer than cod. Broughton & Lough (in press) found that in 1994 cod larvae shifted to larger, later-stage copepods sooner than haddock larvae. A similar trend can be seen in the modeled Chesson’s preference index grouped by stage, where 7 and 9 mm cod had greater preference for *Pseudocalanus* spp. adults and the larger copepodite stages of all species, while haddock showed stronger preference for the smaller...
*Oithona similis*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., and *Centropages typicus* nauplii (Fig. 9).

Broughton & Lough (in press) established that Chesson’s preference indices of haddock and cod demonstrate positive selection for all life stages of *Pseudocalanus* spp. and varying life stages of *Oithona similis*, which agrees with model results. To perform a statistical comparison, Chesson’s preference index was calculated from the modeled individuals in the 10 observed MOCNESS depth bins (midpoints of surface, 5, 15, 25, 30, 35, 45, 50, 55, and 60 m). The index for each depth bin was then weighted by the number of individual larvae observed in that depth bin. These values were averaged to produce an index weighted by depth for each of the 52 prey types. The observed Chesson’s preference index was given for a group of stages (*Calanus finmarchicus*: NI to NIII, NIV to NVI, CI to CII, CIII to CV, CV to CVI; *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Oithona similis*, and *Centropages typicus*: NI to NIII, NIV to NVI, CI to CIII, CIV to CV, CVI), thus modeled indices for the stages within a group were added together to create 1 index for each group. This was done for each of the 5, 7, 9, and 11 mm size classes.

A Kendall rank correlation analysis was performed to assess agreement between the observed and depth-weighted modeled preference indices. The correlation coefficients demonstrate weak to moderate agreement (Table 4). Independence was rejected in 7 out of 16 cases with $p < 0.05$ and 12 cases with $p < 0.1$ (Table 5), suggesting that the model was capturing aspects of the observations.

![Fig. 6. Melanogrammus aeglefinus (gray) and Gadus morhua (black). Differences in modeled probability of successful capture for each developmental stage of *Calanus finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Oithona similis*, and *Centropages typicus* under 1993 observed prey conditions for larvae of size (a) 5 mm, (b) 9 mm, (c) 11 mm, and (d) 15 mm. NI to NVI: 6 naupliar stages, CI to CV: 5 copepodite stages, CVII: adult female, CVIm: adult male](image)
The lengths of copepods eaten by larval haddock and cod do not differ significantly (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p > 0.05) with the exception of the 5 mm length class in 1994 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 0.02). Contrary to model results (Fig. 8b), field-caught cod larvae of 3 to 5 mm ate larger prey than haddock larvae in 1994. From observations of 5 to 11 mm haddock and cod, the average length of copepods eaten predicted by the model fell within 1 SD for haddock 5 to 9 mm in 1993 and 5 to 11 mm in 1994, and for cod 5 to 11 mm in 1993 and 5 to 9 mm in 1994 (Fig. 10). The model had a tendency to underestimate the average length eaten by the larger larvae.

There was no statistical difference between the observed amount of biomass ingested by haddock and cod larvae (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p > 0.05), again with the exception of the 5 mm size class in 1994, where cod ate significantly more biomass than haddock (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 0.02). This one difference is not reflected in the model; 5 mm haddock and cod ate roughly the same amount of biomass in 1994 (0.75 and 0.73 µg respectively; Fig. 8d). The amount of biomass found in the guts of field-caught larvae was greater than that simulated by the models for haddock and cod of all sizes and years. With the exception of 11 mm haddock in 1993, biomass estimates were within 1 SD of observed values (Fig. 11a–d). Haddock and cod ingested more biomass in 1994 than 1993 for all sizes of larvae in simulations (Figs. 5b & 8c,d), whereas observed 11 mm haddock and 9 mm cod larvae did not (Fig. 11e,f).

Finally, model growth rates were compared to those measured from field-collected larval haddock (Lough et al. 1997) and cod (Lough et al. 2005) from the May 1993

---

**Fig. 7.** Melanogrammus aeglefinus (light grey bar) and Gadus morhua (dark grey bar). Simulations of Chesson’s preference index of *Calanus finmarchicus, Pseudocalanus spp., Oithona similis,* and *Centropages typicus* for (a) 5 mm and (b) 9 mm larvae forced by 1993 environmental conditions. The dashed line (α = 0.019) indicates neutral selection. NI to NVI: 5 naupliar stages, CI to CV: 5 copepodite stages, CVII: adult female, CVIm: adult male.
and 1994 Georges Bank study. Mean growth rates of modeled 5 mm haddock and cod larvae were much less than those observed (Tables 6 & 7). The 7 mm cod larvae from both the 1993 and 1994 simulations were within 2 SDs, while 9 mm cod larvae in simulations of 1994 were within 1 SD of observations (Table 7). Since individual larvae were constrained to 1 m depth intervals, modeled growth rates were not expected to quantitatively match observed growth rates.

Changes to foraging behavior parameters

Differences in the average prey length eaten and Chesson’s preference index between the haddock simulations with different PF and PD values were minor. There was a 1 to 3% difference in average length of copepods ingested between models, a difference that was 10 to 20 times smaller than the SD of the observations. The percent error ranged from 0 to 32, with all simulations being within 1 SD of the observations for 5 to 9 mm length classes. Chesson’s preference index was also similar between simulations with differing PF and PD values. Simulations differed from each other by 0 to 14% and from observations by 0 to 1300%. When a particular simulation decreased the percent error for one group of stages of a copepod species, it increased in error for another group. The small differences between simulations were also reflected in the Kendall rank correlation analysis with the observed Chesson’s preference index, with 0 to 11% difference between them. An increase in correlation of a small length class often led to a decrease in correlation of a larger length class for the same parameterization.

DISCUSSION

The ability of a fish and its prey to react to their surroundings by explicit behavior is a key element in understanding the feeding ecology of fish. Behavior of fish has often been neglected, or simply been defined as a static pattern in IBMs; however, several recent papers have pointed to the importance of including behavior in the growth, survival, and drift patterns of ichthyoplankton (Fiksen et al. 2007, Kristiansen et al. 2007, 2009a, Leis 2007, Vikebo et al. 2007). Here, we have shown how differences in behavior among copepod prey species largely determine the feeding preference of both larval haddock and cod, and it is clear that prey selection cannot be predicted by prey length or width alone.

The addition of species-specific copepod escape behavior elucidated the dif-
ferences in encounter and capture probability of the 4 dominant prey items of larval haddock and cod on Georges Bank. Swimming speed affects the encounter rate between a copepod and a predator, thus fast swimming prey will encounter predators more often. The deformation rate threshold indicates how sensitive a copepod is to disturbances, which helps it detect and escape predators. A lower threshold signifies greater sensitivity. Of the 4 main prey targets the order of sensitivity was exactly the same as for swimming speed, suggesting that those copepods that encounter predators more often must be more sensitive to detecting them. The vulnerability of each copepod species and stage is a function of its visibility and catchability, and can be inferred from its size, its escape behavior, and measures of larval fish gut contents and preference.

With species-specific prey behavior the model was able to reproduce the lower preference for Centropages typicus. The probability of capture results indicate that both infrequent encounter rates from small image area and slow swimming speed, and low probability of capture from a sensitive deformation threshold and fast escape jump speed contribute to the reduced vulnerability and negative selection of C. typicus by larval haddock and cod. Oithona similis and Pseudocalanus spp. are the easiest to catch because of their high deformation rate thresholds, slow escape jump speeds, and, for O. similis, its small size. Though their small size and slow swimming speeds do not lead to frequent encounters, their high abundance and ease of capture results in positive selection for them and thus they make up a large portion of the diet numerically. Calanus finmarchicus is encountered often because of its large image area and fast swimming speed, but it is difficult to capture because it has a very low deformation rate threshold and a fast escape jump speed, and many stages are too wide to be engulfed by the larval fish. For haddock and cod, the small probability of capture outweighed the high encounter rate such that C. finmarchicus was negatively selected.

Table 4. Melanogrammus aeglefinus and Gadus morhua. Kendall rank correlation coefficients between observed and depth-weighted modeled Chesson's preference index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species and stage</th>
<th>Larval length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddock 1993</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddock 1994</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod 1993</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod 1994</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Melanogrammus aeglefinus and Gadus morhua. p-values from the test of independence of the Kendall rank correlation coefficients between observed and depth-weighted modeled Chesson's preference index. *Significant (p < 0.1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species and stage</th>
<th>Larval length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddock 1993</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddock 1994</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod 1993</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod 1994</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This finding does not contradict the dominance of *C. finmarchicus* nauplii in the diet of other stocks of larval haddock and cod such as the North Sea and Northeast Arctic populations (Heath & Lough 2007). In more northern, colder regions, *C. finmarchicus* is the most abundant copepod, whereas the more southern species like *Pseudocalanus* spp. are low in abundance or absent (Heath & Lough 2007). The prevalence of *C. finmarchicus* in these regions will increase its ingestion and thus preference. This pattern was also captured by the model, as the average preference for *C. finmarchicus* and *O. similis* increased in 1994 in conjunction with their increase in concentration. Similarly, average preference for *Pseudocalanus* spp. and *Centropages typicus* decreased in 1994 as their percentage of the total prey available dropped.

The preference of larval haddock and cod for *Pseudocalanus* spp. and the absence of similarly sized *Centropages typicus* from their guts is attributable to the superior escape ability (deformation rate threshold, escape speed, escape angle) of *C. typicus*. A siphon capture success of 86% supports the weak escape ability of *Pseudocalanus* spp. (Viitasalo et al. 2001). Though model parameters were taken from observations of escape behavior of *Pseudocalanus* spp. copepodites and *C. typicus* nauplii, studies of *Temora longicornis* show that escape speeds in BL s\(^{-1}\) are equivalent for nauplii and copepodites (Titelman 2001) despite different body morphologies. Model parameters came from observations filmed at 50 frames s\(^{-1}\) (fps). Higher-speed video (1000 fps) observations have found escape speeds in the range of 200 to 400 BL s\(^{-1}\) (Buskey et al. 2002, Waggett & Buskey 2007, Burdick et al. 2007), though not for the copepod species examined in the present study. Model simulations were repeated with 5 times greater species-specific escape speeds, such that they ranged from 290 to 450 BL s\(^{-1}\). At these speeds, advanced stages of copepods were nearly impossible to capture, resulting in negative growth rates, starvation, and average lengths of copepod eaten and total biomass found in the guts more than 1 SD below the observed mean. Copepodites and adults are found in the guts of larval haddock and cod, suggesting that the copepods are not escaping at their maximum capacity. Further investigation is required to verify that *C. typicus* escapes better than *Pseudocalanus* spp. under the same conditions and life stages. Yet another caveat of these studies is that most measured escape responses stimulated by a siphon or other near-field mechanical disturbance. Since escape reactions vary with the stimulus (Viitasalo et al. 1998, Burdick et al. 2007, Waggett & Buskey 2007), a more accurate model would include measurements from attacks by larval cod and haddock.

---

**Fig. 10.** *Melanogrammus aeglefinus* and *Gadus morhua*. Average length of copepod eaten by different sizes of (a,b) haddock and (c,d) cod larvae in 1993 and 1994.
In general, adding species-specific information on mouth size, metabolism, and length-weight relationship to a previously developed model for larval cod resulted in a novel foraging and growth model for larval haddock that agreed well with and helped explain observations on gut contents, prey preference, and growth. Adding detailed information on the feeding behavior of larval haddock to a model of larval cod was not necessary because there was no statistical difference in Chesson’s preference index, biomass, or average length of copepods eaten by larval haddock and cod on Georges Bank in May of 1993 and 1994, with the exception of 5 mm larvae in 1994. The model was not very sensitive to changes in PF and PD behaviors. Doubling or halving PF and making corresponding changes to the PD produced differences in average length eaten that were 10 to 20x smaller than the SD of observations, and Chesson’s preference indices that were up to 100x more different from observations than from each other. Also, alterations to PF and PD were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mean growth rate (% d⁻¹)</th>
<th>Larval length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Observed</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Model</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Observed</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Model</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mean ± SD growth rate (% d⁻¹)</th>
<th>Larval length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Observed</td>
<td>7.6 ± 2.4</td>
<td>11.3 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 Model</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Observed</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.8 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Model</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. Melanogrammus aeglefinus and Gadus morhua. Average biomass (dry wt) found in the guts of different sizes of (a,c) haddock and (b,d) cod larvae in (a,b) 1993 and (c,d) 1994. Observed mean biomass (dry wt) ingested by (e) haddock and (f) cod in 1993 (solid line) and 1994 (dashed line)
not monotonic, such that percent error did not increase or decrease across all developmental stages of a copepod species. These findings suggest that fitting PF and PD parameters for haddock would not lead to improvement of the model in comparison to observations.

The differences in modeled probability of successful capture and average prey length eaten by the 2 species were explained by the mouth sizes of larval haddock and cod. For a given size class, the species with the larger mouth gape had the higher probability of successful capture and ate larger prey. Though there was no statistical difference in average prey length eaten by haddock and cod, modeled 9 to 15 mm haddock ate smaller prey than cod on average. Modeled Chesson’s preference index corroborated that cod preferred later copepod stages more than haddock. In sum, these results suggest that the model can reproduce qualitative observations of cod eating later stages and larger prey than haddock.

The presence of larger prey in 1994 resulted in interannual differences in simulated average length eaten. Average lengths were 0.37 and 0.41 mm in 1993 and 1994 respectively (Broughton & Lough in press). Increased average prey size in 1994 was due to fewer numbers of early-stage copepods and greater numbers of late-stage copepods. In 1994 there were more copepodites and adults of all 4 species (Lough et al. 2005).

Despite these differences, the average length of ingested copepods was not found to be statistically significant.

The model estimated the average prey length eaten by larval haddock and cod to within 1 SD of observations, but with a tendency to underestimate it. There are a few possibilities as to why the model underestimated the average prey length eaten. The first is that the escape abilities of the later stages of copepods were overestimated, leading to lower than accurate probabilities of capture success. Alternatively the foraging abilities of the larval fish (swimming speed, perception area, strike speed) could have been underestimated. A third explanation is that the adult female Pseudocalanus spp., the main prey observed in the guts of larger larvae and juveniles, carry egg sacs that increase their image area. If accounted for in the model, this difference in image area would lead to an increase in encounter and possibly ingestion of the Pseudocalanus spp. females.

The average biomass ingested in model simulations was also within 1 SD of that observed but was underestimated. This could be the result of an underestimation of the average length of copepods eaten. This difference might also be reconciled by allowing larvae to vertically migrate such that they would be able to feed in dense patches of copepods and ingest more biomass at any one time.

Haddock ingested more biomass than cod, but still had lower growth rates (Fig. 8c–h). Differences in modeled growth rates were inversely related to the differences in respiration rates (Fig. 12). For a given size class, the species with the greater respiration rate had the lower growth rate. This was a result of the higher respiration rate incurring more metabolic costs, thereby reducing growth. The greater biomass ingested by haddock was not enough to offset its greater metabolic costs compared to cod. Respiration rate increases exponentially with temperature (Fig. 12), and as temperature increases a higher proportion of ingested energy is allocated to respiration rather than growth. However, in food-satiated conditions, growth also increases with temperature (Buckley et al. 2004). The greater average water temperature in 1994 (8 to 9°C) compared to 1993 (7 to 8°C; Lough et al. 2005) explains why the difference in growth rates between haddock and cod was greater in 1994 than in 1993 (Fig. 8e–h).

Despite the increase in metabolic costs, the model predicted increased growth in 1994.
sustaining that there was enough food ingested to support the increase in temperature.

It is likely the result of greater average temperature and prey biomass in 1994 that the simulations were unable to capture the observations of higher growth rates in 1993. The departure of model results from observations may be explained by the lack of vertical movement by the larvae, and will be examined in future work. Lough et al. (2005) found that greater growth rates in 1993 than 1994 for 7 and 9 mm larvae could be achieved by allowing the simulated larvae to follow the observed mean depth of the population and restricting their diet to only *Pseudocalanus* spp. Another contributing factor could be the difference in mean length of *Pseudocalanus* spp. adults between 1993 and 1994 (1.1 and 0.9 mm respectively; Broughton & Lough in press), which was not represented in the model simulations. Additionally, predation on slower-growing larvae could have resulted in the observed growth rates. It should also be noted that the model-data mismatch is affected to some unknown degree by sampling error, given the inherent variability in plankton sampling. Though the growth rates from the larval haddock and cod simulations were lower than those observed, they were still realistic and would not result in larval death.

Mechanistic models like this one allow us to understand the how and why, rather than just predict what will happen under certain static conditions. Through the foraging model, we have learned that larval haddock and cod select the species and stages of copepods that are physically and behaviorally vulnerable to predation. Parameters and functions of these escape behaviors have been determined for the copepods *Calanus finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Oithona similis*, and *Centropages typicus*, all of which can be used in future studies of prey selection. Additional information on copepod escape behavior and defense morphology (spines, armor, etc.) may help to reconcile the differences between modeled and observed prey selection. Detailed information on prey selection and feeding behavior is necessary to model larval growth. Larval growth then determines survival through its effects on starvation, the ability to encounter and catch prey, and the ability to avoid predation. Ultimately, studies of larval fish survival will provide insights into recruitment dynamics.

The larval haddock and cod foraging models can be used to forecast the effect of climate change on larval haddock survival through associated changes in the size and quantity of food. The foraging model will be necessary for predicting the response of larval fish growth and survival should the copepod community composition be altered by climate change. For example, the mean size of copepods in the North Sea has decreased with increasing temperature since the 1980s, resulting in lower larval and juvenile cod survival (Beauchesne et al. 2003). Alternatively, Pitois & Fox (2008) found that increased temperature and the correlated increased copepod biomass and decreased mean copepod size resulted in higher growth of first-feeding larval cod when modeled on the UK shelf region. On Georges Bank from 1977 to 2004, the abundance of dominant prey items *Calanus finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus* spp., *Centropages typicus*, and *Oithona* spp. were significantly correlated with temperature and/or salinity (Kane 2007). Though no direct relationship between climate effects and cod recruitment has been found through changes in the zooplankton (Pitois & Fox 2008), changes in prey size and abundance can easily be incorporated into the cod and haddock foraging models to determine how well larvae will feed and grow under different conditions.

The IBM presented here is the first of its kind for haddock, as more emphasis has usually been placed on cod. Haddock represent a classic case of a recruitment-dominated fish stock, with relatively infrequent large year-classes dominating the population and fishable biomass at any given time (Brodziak et al. 2008). Compared to cod, haddock spawning is more restricted seasonally and spatially (Auditore et al. 1994, Lough et al. 2006), and larval haddock have a lower tolerance to variations in temperature and salinity (Laurence & Rogers 1976). This combination of restricted spawning, sensitivity to environmental conditions, and dominant year-classes make haddock well suited as a model fish species for unraveling the factors controlling recruitment in fish populations.

In conclusion, our modeling study revealed that both larval haddock and cod demonstrate positive selection of *Pseudocalanus* spp. and negative selection of *Calanus finmarchicus*. Adding species-specific copepod behavior to the IBM explained the low selection for *Centropages typicus* by larval haddock and cod. Morphological and physiological information on larval haddock was sufficient to create a foraging and growth model that reproduced observed patterns of average prey length eaten and preference for the 4 main copepod prey species observed in the gut.
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Chapter 3

Modeling the vertical behavior of larval haddock on Georges Bank with respect to starvation and predation mortality

Work in this chapter has been submitted to Journal of Marine Systems as a manuscript: Modeling the vertical behavior of larval haddock on Georges Bank with respect to starvation and predation mortality by Colleen M. Petrik, Cabell S. Davis, and Rubao Ji

3.1. Introduction

Individual-based models (IBMs) coupled to three-dimensional (3D) biological-physical models are used to study the early life stages of fish. These Lagrangian models have been used to study the timing and placement of spawning (Brickman & Frank 2000, Hinckley et al. 2001, Mullon et al. 2002, Lough et al. 2006), growth during the larval period (Letcher et al. 1996, Werner et al. 1996, Lough et al. 2005, Kühn et al. 2008, Kristiansen et al. 2009b), contributions of starvation, predation, and advective mortality (Werner et al. 1996, Brickman et al. 2001), arrival at the juvenile habitat (Hinckley et al. 2001, Mullon et al. 2002, Lough et al. 2006), and characteristics of larvae that survive to
the juvenile transition (Cowan et al. 1997, Mullon et al. 2002). Numerous studies have verified that larvae are not passive particles, but can moderate their vertical position in the water column (Leis 2007). An accurate representation of larval vertical position is important in these models because it affects survival in a number of ways. Differences in light, turbulence, and prey concentration with depth result in different amounts of prey encountered and ingested, which affects growth and starvation. Temperature regulates metabolic processes such that vertical gradients could also influence growth and starvation. Horizontal currents carry larvae toward or away from suitable habitat, and their vertical shear could influence advective loss and retention. Finally, variations in predator abundance and consumption rate with depth cause direct losses of larvae. The losses of larvae through starvation, advection, and predation result in new vertical distributions.

Previous IBMs use either passive particles (e.g. Werner et al. 1996, Mullon et al. 2002) or assign depths to given stages/ages based on observations (e.g. Lough et al. 2005, Kühn et al. 2008). Though assigning depths is a step above passivity, it does not allow larvae to alter their depth with changes to their environment. Observations of larval haddock (*Melanogrammus aeglefinus*) and cod (*Gadus morhua*) on Georges Bank indicate that vertical distributions are correlated with the strength of stratification such that the abundance maximum becomes associated with the pycnocline and prey concentration maximum as stratification increases (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993). Like many shelf habitats, the water column stratification changes on Georges Bank over the course of the larval duration from seasonal heating, wind
events, and location (i.e. well-mixed on the crest, stratified on the flanks). Thus, a model of larval fish in shelf areas, such as larval haddock on Georges Bank, should be able to account for these differences in depth position.

To build a 3D model of larval haddock on Georges Bank, first a model of the vertical position of individuals in response to environmental variables is needed. Larvae sense and respond behaviorally to aspects of their environment (e.g., light, gravity, temperature), which results in a nonrandom depth distribution. The dynamic model of Kristiansen et al. (2009a) assumes that larvae can determine their potential ingestion or growth rates and mortality rates at every depth in the water column. Following this model, the larva moves to the depth within swimming distance that maximizes the difference between either ingestion or growth and mortality, weighted by a risk parameter. However, this unrealistic perfect knowledge is not necessary for modeling behaviors that produce observed or optimal vertical distributions. Davis et al. (1991) demonstrated that individuals with swimming behaviors that were randomly oriented could aggregate around resources if the swimming speed was negatively related to resource concentration. In the simplest case, fish larvae are unlikely to sense prey concentrations and gradients because their perception area is too small to encounter more than one prey at a time and such an ability would require a memory. For this same reason larvae probably cannot sense predation risk gradients, but may be able to sense the presence or absence of predators through sight or chemical cues. Regardless, a swimming speed negatively related to resource concentration could arise mechanistically
from the reduction of time spent swimming by higher ingestion rates and thus handling times in areas of high prey density (Davis et al. 1991).

We constructed a 1D water column similar to the Georges Bank southern flank in the spring with varying conditions of prey and predator concentrations and turbulent mixing rates. Different vertical behavior models using passive, random, and directed swimming were tested to determine (1) how each behavior affects depth distribution, (2) how each behavior affects survival, and (3) which parameterization of each behavior model results in the highest fitness, specifically, how much weight should be placed on avoiding predation or starvation.

### 3.2. Model

An IBM of larval haddock was developed that incorporated key aspects of the environment and biology, including temperature, turbulence, light, prey, predators, feeding, bioenergetics, and swimming behavior. This model was used to examine the effect of passive and active swimming behaviors on vertical distribution as well as survival through the larval stage in a stratified environment at different levels of turbulence, prey, and predators. All constants, variables, and equations are defined in Table 3.1.

#### 3.2.1. Environment

The environment was representative of the southern flank of Georges Bank in May. Maximum and mean values of environmental conditions were taken from a study
tracking a cohort of larval fish in May of 1993 and 1994 (Lough et al. 2005) and used to parameterize the model. The depth of the water column was 70 m.

Light

Light, \(E\), decayed with depth, \(z\), following

\[
E(z) = E_0 \exp(-kz)
\]

with the attenuation coefficient, \(k\), equal to 0.18 m\(^{-1}\) and the surface light, \(E_0\), a sinusoidal function equal to zero for negative values with a maximum of 500 \(\mu\)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) (Skartveit et al. 1998).

Turbulence

The water column was stratified where the vertical distribution of diffusivity, \(\kappa\) (m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)), was a sixth degree polynomial function

\[
\kappa = c_0 + c_1z + c_2z^2 + c_3z^3 + c_4z^4 + c_5z^5 + c_6z^6 + 10^{-9}
\]

(Figure 3.1a).

This polynomial was fit to the mean output from the Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM; Chen et al. 2003) for 10 d in May at a station on the southern flank of Georges Bank near the stations sampled in the Lough et al. (2005) study. The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, \(\varepsilon\) (W kg\(^{-1}\)), was found from the diffusivity using the relationship from Davis et al. (1991),

\[
\varepsilon = 1.65 \cdot 10^{-5} \kappa.
\]

The depth of the turbulence minimum, approximately 18 m, was set as the base of the mixed layer, \(z_{mix}\). The dissipation values generated by the output of FVCOM simulations
correspond to values observed on Georges Bank ($\kappa = 10^{-4} - 10^{-1} \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$; Burgett 1997, Burgett et al. 2001, Incze et al. 1996, 2001), however lower rates have also been observed ($\kappa = 10^{-5} - 10^{-2} \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$; Denman & Gargett 1984, Yoshida & Oakey 1996). Since the magnitude of vertical turbulent dissipation rates could affect the ability of a larva to swim vertically, two levels of turbulence were tested, the polynomial given above and the same polynomial reduced by an order of magnitude. The two different turbulent environments will be referred to as high and low turbulence respectively.

Temperature

To be consistent with a stratified water column representative of the southern flank in late May, temperature, $T$, was also stratified, with a maximum, $T_{\text{max}}$, of 9°C, minimum, $T_{\text{min}}$, of 7°C, and thermocline at $z_{\text{mix}}$:

$$T(z) = (T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}) \times \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \tanh \left( \frac{1}{2} (z - z_{\text{mix}}) \right) \right) \right) + T_{\text{min}}.$$

Prey

For simplification, only one type of prey was available for consumption at a given time. The copepod *Pseudocalanus* spp. was selected because it is the majority of the prey biomass consumed by larval haddock (Kane 1984, Lough et al. 2005, Heath & Lough 2007) and its biomass is highly correlated to larval haddock growth rate (Buckley & Durbin 2006). The developmental stage of *Pseudocalanus* spp. available was set as the dominant naupliar or copepodite stage present in May 1993 and 1994 depending on the
size of the larvae. For larvae less than 7 mm it was NIII, and CV for larger larvae. The stratified prey concentration, *prey* (L⁻¹), was represented as a Gaussian

\[
prey(z) = (p_{\text{max}} - p_{\text{min}}) \left( \exp \left( \frac{(z - z_{\text{mix}})^2}{0.5 \cdot z_{\text{mix}}} \right) \right) + p_{\text{min}} \quad \text{(Figure 3.1b)},
\]

with maximum prey at \( z_{\text{mix}} \). Three different levels of prey concentration were simulated, low, mean, and high, each with their own minimum, \( p_{\text{min}} \), and maximum, \( p_{\text{max}} \) (Table 3.2). The depth averaged prey level was equal to the mean of the combined 1993 and 1994 observations of that prey stage. The depth average of the low prey level was half the mean level, and the high level was double the mean level.

**Predation**

Predation by visual predators was examined in the model. On Georges Bank these would include herring, mackerel, krill, mysids, shrimp, and amphipods to name a few. Following visual predation models, predator vision was a function of eye sensitivity, prey contrast, prey size, and light. The perception radius, \( R \) (m), of a predator increased with larval prey size as

\[
R^2 \exp(cR) = CA_p E \frac{E(z)}{K_e + E(z)} \quad \text{(Aksnes & Giske 1993, Aksnes & Utne 1997)}.
\]

where \( c \) is the beam attenuation coefficient, \( C \) is prey contrast, \( A_p \) (m²) is the prey image area, \( E \) is the eye sensitivity of the predator, and \( K_e \) is the half saturation constant. If \( R \) was less than 0.05 m we used the Fiksen and MacKenzie (2002) approximation

\[
R = \sqrt{\frac{CA_p E \frac{E(z)}{K_e + E(z)}}{K_e}}.
\]
Predator abundance was related to larval size using size spectrum theory and literature. Predator size, $M_{\text{pred}}$ (μg), was calculated from the size of the haddock larva, $M_{\text{larva}}$ (μg).

$$M_{\text{pred}} = 14.7059 M_{\text{larva}}$$

such that larger predators consumed larger larvae. Predator size was used to calculate predator density, $N_{\text{pred}}$ (m$^{-3}$)

$$N_{\text{pred}} = M_{\text{pred}}^b$$

with a negative power coefficient, $b$, following the theory that larger predators are less abundant. The combination of perception and abundance gave a predation rate, $P$ (h$^{-1}$)

$$P = \frac{1}{2} \pi R^2 q N_{\text{pred}}$$

that decreased with larval size, where $q$ is a proportionality constant. This function is the product of the encounter rate of one predator with one larval fish, the probability of larval capture, and predator density. The encounter rate, $Enc$, relationship was adapted from MacKenzie & Kiorboe (1995) for a cruising predator with hemispherical search volume

$$Enc = \frac{1}{2} \pi R^2 N_{\text{larva}} S \sqrt{u^2 + v^2 + 2w^2}$$

with a larval prey concentration, $N_{\text{larva}}$, equal to one and where $S$ is the proportion of time spent swimming, $u$ (m s$^{-1}$) is larval swimming speed, $v$ (m s$^{-1}$) is predator swimming speed, and $w$ (m s$^{-1}$) is turbulent velocity. The proportionality constant, $q$, (similar to the constant in Fiksen et al. 2002) is obtained by setting $S=1$, $u=0$, $v=0.1$, and $w=0$, and additionally factors in the probability of capture and the proportionality constant of abundance. Three proportionality constants ($q_1$, $q_2$, $q_3$) were used to give three different predation levels (Figure 3.1c). Predation rates were low, mid, and high with low equal to
0.5x mid, and high equal to 1.5x mid. The probability of survival for an individual larva at each time step, \( p_{\text{surv}} \), was calculated from an exponential probability distribution from the predation rate

\[
p_{\text{surv}} = \exp(-P).
\]

Predation ceased once a larva reached 12 mm (see Fitness section 2.6 for a discussion).

### 3.2.2. Foraging submodel

The foraging submodel was based on the larval fish feeding models of Caparroy et al. (2000), Fiksen & MacKenzie (2002) and Kristiansen et al. (2007), and was parameterized for larval haddock and *Pseudocalanus* spp. by Petrik et al. (2009). The model mechanistically simulated the foraging cycle of encounter, pursuit, capture, and ingestion of copepod prey. In this model ingestion was the product of encounter rate and the probability of successful capture, \( p_{\text{ca}} \). Encounter rate was a function of the larval fish pause-travel swimming characteristics (pause duration and frequency), the larval perception distance dependent on light and larval size, prey density, prey swimming speed, and turbulent velocity. The probability of successful capture was a function of species-specific prey escape behaviors: the deformation rate threshold, escape jump speed, and escape jump angle. For computational speed, the probability was parameterized to be a function of prey species (*Pseudocalanus* spp.) and stage length using the results of Petrik et al. (2009) as

\[
p_{\text{ca}} = \frac{\exp(d_1r^3 + d_2r^2 + d_3r + d_4)}{1 + \exp(d_1r^3 + d_2r^2 + d_3r + d_4)}
\]
where $d$'s are species-specific constants, and $r$ is the copepod prey to larval fish length ratio.

### 3.2.3. Bioenergetics submodel

The bioenergetics submodel was the same as that used in Petrik et al. (2009) for larval haddock, which was based on Kristiansen et al. (2007) for larval cod. The amount of biomass ingested in the foraging submodel was tracked and the energy derived from it was apportioned to metabolism and growth, both of which were temperature- and larval size-dependent. Metabolism was increased a constant amount during light hours to account for the swimming activity of feeding fish.

### 3.2.4. Vertical behavior models

Four different vertical behavior models were tested, which all used the same maximum swimming speed. The routine swimming speed, $u_R$ (m s$^{-1}$), was a function of body length, $L$ (m), derived by Peck et al. (2006) from the closely related species Atlantic cod,

$$u_R = 0.261 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot L^{1.552 L^{0.09} - \frac{5.289}{L}}.$$  

The imposed maximum swimming speed, $u_{\text{max}}$ (m s$^{-1}$),

$$u_{\text{max}} = 1.5 u_R$$

resulted in a maximum swimming speed less than 0.8 L s$^{-1}$ for all larval sizes 5-12 mm. It was outside the range of routine swimming speed (0.3-0.5 L s$^{-1}$) that was calculated as
the average of bursts and pauses (Peck et al. 2006), but less than the maximum speeds observed during bursts (2.4 L s\(^{-1}\)), making it within the range of speeds possible to sustain for longer times. To conserve biological diffusivity, the larval swimming speed was also increased proportional to the difference of the swimming speed measurements and the model time step.

**Case A – Diffusion**

Under Case A larvae had no swimming behavior (\(\beta \neq 0, u_t = 0\)) and moved by passive diffusion only.

**Case B – Prey concentration and light with random direction**

With Case B, larvae had no vertically directed swimming behavior, and they swam up or down at random. However, their swimming speed, \(u_z (\text{m s}^{-1})\)

\[
 u_z = \pm 0.5 u_{\text{max}} (1 - \beta_z),
\]

(where \(\pm\) denotes random direction) was related to a trade-off, \(\beta_z\)

\[
 \beta_z(z) = \alpha \left( \frac{\text{prey}(z)}{P_{\text{mix}}} \right) - (1 - \alpha) \left( \frac{E(z)}{E_0} \right),
\]

between relative prey concentration and the light conditions. Larvae with this behavior swam at a speed negatively proportional to the difference between relative prey concentration and relative light, for example, slowing down in a region of high prey and low light. This behavior assumed that larvae could sense the amount of light in the water column, but not necessarily the prey concentration. Prey concentration and light were
proxies for handling time and predation risk, respectively. Regions with high prey concentrations have higher handling times such that larvae would spend more time handling food and less time swimming, thereby reducing their swimming speed. Regions with high light levels have greater visual predation rates, and larvae may be less apt to feed in these regions. Therefore larvae may slow down to feed more in regions of low light than regions of high light, resulting in the above equation for swimming speed.

The weight constant, \( \alpha \), determines how much emphasis is placed on feeding or predation in the trade-off. Larvae with \( \alpha=1 \) will disregard predation risk during feeding, while decreasing values of \( \alpha \) increase the importance of light (predation risk) in adjusting time spent feeding (swimming speed). Example swimming speed profiles for different parameterizations of this behavior are given in Figure 3.2.

Since larval fish are visual predators, they only feed during daylight. Given that behavior B is related to feeding, it was assumed that \( u_2=0 \) at night.

Case C – Prey concentration and light with directed swimming

Like Case B, Case C also related prey concentration to handling time and swimming speed, and there was a trade-off between prey concentration and light. However, Case C differed in that swimming was directed specifically up (positive) or down (negative) according to the equations for swimming speed, \( u_3 \) (m s\(^{-1}\)),

\[
u_3 = -u_{\text{max}} \beta_3
\]

and the trade-off, \( \beta_3 \)
\[
\beta_3 = \alpha(\tanh(z - z_{\text{mix}})) + (1 - \alpha) \left( \frac{E(z)}{E_0} \right).
\]

The first half of the behavior trade-off, \(\beta_3\), directed larvae towards the prey maximum at the turbulence minimum, \(z_{\text{mix}}\), at a speed negatively proportional to the distance from \(z_{\text{mix}}\). The second half of the equation directed larvae to swim down at a speed proportional to the amount of light at that depth. This behavior explicitly assumed that larvae could sense the relative abundance of prey or prey gradients. Again, \(u_3 = 0\) at night when the larvae could not see their prey. The weight constant, \(\alpha\), played the same role in determining how much importance was placed on feeding or predation in the trade-off. Figure 3.2 depicts the swimming speed of all parameterizations of the model tested (in case C, negative values indicate downward swimming).

### 3.2.5. Optimal \(\alpha\)

Though there are search methods for finding the optimal value of a parameter, we performed a broad search to describe the shape of parameter space (\(\alpha = 0:0.1:1\)) because the behavior of fitness \(F(\alpha \mid y)\) as a function of \(\alpha\), and not just its maximum, were of interest.

For a given value of the weight \(\alpha\), the model provided an outcome for an individual at initial depth \(z\) and environment \(y\). On the basis of this outcome, the value of the objective function \(F(\alpha \mid y,z)\) for this individual was calculated. To remove the dependence on initial depth, define:

\[
F(\alpha \mid y) = \int F(\alpha \mid y,z) f(z) \, dz
\]
where $f(z)$ is the probability density function (pdf) of initial depth. The quantity $F(a|z)$ is the expected value (over the distribution of initial depth) of the fitness for weight $a$ and environment $y$. If $f(z)$ is uniform over the range $(z_{\text{min}}, z_{\text{max}})$, then the integral can be approximated as

$$F(a \mid y) \approx \sum_{j=1}^{n} F(a \mid y, z_j) / n$$

where $z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_n$ are $n$ depths regularly spaced between $z_{\text{min}}$ and $z_{\text{max}}$.

For a fixed environment $y$, the optimal weight $a^*(y)$ maximizes $F(a|y)$. This was found by running the model over a range of values, $a=0:0.1:1$. The fixed environment, $y_f$, used mean prey concentrations and mid level predation rates.

Since larvae experience a wide range of environmental conditions, the optimality of $a$ was also tested under uncertainty. For this round of simulations individuals experienced four environments, one at a time, with the same value of $a$ for each. This assumed that $a$, and thus the behavior, was set before experiencing the environmental conditions. To remove the dependence on the environment, define

$$F(a) = \int F(a \mid y) g(y) dy$$

where $g(y)$ is the pdf of the environment. The quantity $F(a)$ is the expected value (over the distribution of the environment) of the objective function for weight $a$. Unlike $z$, the environment $y$ is a complicated quantity. However, $F(a)$ can be approximated as:

$$F(a) \approx \sum_{j=1}^{m} F(a \mid y_j) / m$$
where $y_1, y_2, ..., y_m$ is a random sample of $m$ observed environments. The optimal weight $a^*$ maximizes $F(a)$. The four additional environments tested were $y_2$: low prey and low predation, $y_3$: high prey and low predation, $y_4$: low prey and high predation, and $y_5$: high prey and high predation.

### 3.2.6. Fitness

Fitness, $F$, was the objective function maximized with respect to $a$. Our measure of fitness was the proportion of larvae surviving to 12 mm, which is the approximate length of the transition from larvae to pelagic juveniles, and thus marks the end of the larval period. Grimm and Railsback (2005) define fitness as success in passing genes on to future generations. Only the larval period is studied here and too many processes occur between the end of the larval period and reproduction to make assumptions on how any state at the end of the larval period may relate to reproductive output. However, fish must survive the larval period to reach reproductive maturity, thus surviving the larval period is a target that must be achieved for fitness to be high. This fitness measure is different from many habitat choice behavior studies that use some variation of minimizing mortality over ingestion or growth, or maximizing growth over mortality. One of these growth/ingestion/mortality variations was not used because of the theoretical and practical concerns of their implementation in IBMs addressed in Railsback et al. (1999).
3.2.7. Simulations

Simulations included 1000 individual larvae initialized at 5 mm, the mean length of the first-feeding stage. The model was run for 80 d, which was a long enough time for all individuals to either die or reach 12 mm, with a time step of one hour. A time step of 10 s was chosen to meet the requirements needed to correctly model a vertical random walk with spatially varying turbulent mixing (Ross & Sharples 2004). During each time step larvae fed, grew, were exposed to predation, and moved, in that order. Larvae were initially distributed uniformly with depth with 10% gut fullness. Simulations were repeated 10 times each with a new seed for the random number generator used for the vertical diffusivity random walk component.

3.3. Results

3.3.1. Case A – Diffusion

The diffusion case assumed no behavior and served as a comparison for Cases B and C. Since there was no behavior, $\alpha^*$ was not investigated with these simulations, but the effect of different random seed values on turbulence was. Mean fitness was higher in the runs with high turbulence (Table 3.3). The mean proportion of the initial population that survived to 12 mm differed by 4-5% (s.d.=$0.0118$-$0.0161$; Table 3.3) in both the fixed and uncertain environments with high and low turbulence estimates from FVCOM. Following these results, fitness values with standard deviations $\leq 0.0161$ in Cases B and C
were considered meaningless as the differences were the result of the random variations in turbulence, and not related to the parameterization of $a$.

The depth distribution of all individuals was well-mixed in both high and low turbulence environments, as would be expected from pure diffusion and a uniform random initial distribution (Figure 3.3a,c). When turbulence was high the proportion of larvae that survived to 12 mm was lower in the top 20 m until 40 d (Figure 3.3b). With low turbulence the surviving individuals were between 15-35 m at 20 d, and spread out over time such that they were between 10-50 m at 40 d, and then nearly evenly distributed in the water column after 60 d (Figure 3.3d). The mean depth of the live larvae in comparison with all larvae changed with the turbulence regime. When turbulence was high the live larvae were deeper than all larvae until 50 d, while the live larvae were shallower than all larvae until this time when turbulence was low (Figure 3.4).

3.3.2. Case B – Prey concentration and light with random direction

High turbulence

Under high turbulence and a fixed environment with the mean prey concentration and mid level of predation, $a^*=0.4$ resulted in the highest mean fitness of all 10 simulation runs. However, the relationship between $a$ and fitness varied with the random seed value. In some runs there was a positive relationship, others had a negative one, and a few had no clear relationship. In individual runs, the difference in the proportion surviving to 12 mm was never more than 2% of the initial population, while the standard
deviation in mean fitness was $6.72 \times 10^{-4}$ (Table 3.4). The association between fitness and $\alpha$ was weak in relation to the random motion caused by turbulence.

When the environment was uncertain, larvae with the behavior parameterized with $\alpha^*=0.9$ had the highest fitness, however it was not much better than $\alpha=1$, or the opposite behavioral strategy of $\alpha=0$. As in the fixed environment, the relationship between $\alpha$ and fitness was not strong across the random variation in turbulence. The lack of a connection between $\alpha$ and fitness was also apparent in the results from the individual environments encountered in the uncertain environment simulations (e.g. $y_r$=high prey and low predation). There were no starvation losses in the high turbulence environment.

The $\alpha^*$ values for the fixed and uncertain environments both produced behaviors with swimming speeds greater above the prey maximum than below it. Nevertheless, different parameterizations of $\alpha$ resulted in very small differences in the depth distributions of the larvae during the first 40 d (Figure 3.5). This pattern was also visible when inspecting the mean depth of all the individuals, and just those that survived to 12 mm (Figure 3.6). During the first 40 d the swimming speed of the small larvae was too weak to overcome turbulent diffusion and cause aggregation around the copepod prey. Common to all parameterizations of this behavior was that the larvae that survived to 12 mm were deeper in the water column during the first 40 d (Figures 3.5, 3.6).

**Low turbulence**

Under low turbulence, highest fitness in both the fixed and uncertain environments resulted from $\alpha^*=0$. Similar to when this behavior was used under high
turbulence, the relationship between $\alpha$ and fitness changed with the random seed. The differences across $\alpha$ values in fitness for individual runs and the mean fitness of all runs were small in the fixed and uncertain environments (s.d. = 0.0014 and $4.73 \times 10^{-4}$, respectively; Table 3.4). It follows that the parameterization of $\alpha$ did not have an effect on fitness. Individuals died of starvation under low turbulence conditions, leading to lower fitness compared to high turbulence.

The optimal value of $\alpha$ resulted in fast swimming at the surface that slowed down to a stop around 30 m and below. This behavior avoided predation only, and food did not matter. As a result, larvae were relatively more abundant below the mixed layer, with the exception of the first 20 d (Figure 3.7a,b). Under low turbulence, stratification of the larvae around their prey occurred earlier in time (40 d Figure 3.7c,d vs. 60 d Figure 3.5e,f) and was stronger than when turbulence was high. The mean depth of individuals that survived to 12 mm was shallower than the mean depth of all individuals whether $\alpha$ was 0 or 1 (Figure 3.8). There was no difference in the mean depth of individuals using the behavior with $\alpha=0$ and $\alpha=1$ until 15 d, after which the $\alpha=0$ larvae were deeper (Figure 3.8).

### 3.3.3. Case C – Prey concentration and light with directed swimming

**High turbulence**

Larvae in the fixed and uncertain environments behaving with Case C had $\alpha^* = 0$ as determined by the mean fitness of all simulations. This result did not depend on random seed value and the differences among $\alpha$ values were 4-5 times greater than in the
diffusion case (Table 3.5), suggesting that the directed swimming was able to overcome turbulent diffusion and that different fitness values were caused by different parameterizations of the behavior. Mean fitness decreased as \( a \) increased in all 5 environments.

The directed swimming behavior with \( a^* = 0 \) yielded larvae that swam down out of the well-lit areas of the water column and ceased swimming below this depth. Different parameterizations of \( a \) resulted in distinct distributions of larvae at all times. With \( a^* = 0 \), the majority of larvae were below 20m (Figure 3.9a,b). With \( a = 1 \), larvae concentrated around the prey maximum during the day (Figure 3.9c,d) and were dispersed at night. The distributions of all individuals (Figure 3.9a,c) looked very similar to the distributions of larvae that survived to 12 mm (Figure 3.9b,d).

**Low turbulence**

Directed swimming with low turbulence had \( a^* = 0.1 \) in both the fixed and uncertain environments. Unlike in the high turbulence regime, the standard deviations were on the same order as the diffusion case and there was variation in the relationship of \( a \) and fitness (Table 3.5). When predation was low, \( a^* = 0.1 \) gave the highest fitness, \( a = 0 \) gave the lowest, and all other \( a \) values gave fitness values slightly less than the highest. When predation was high, the pattern changed to decreasing fitness with increasing \( a \). With intermediate predation, 8 out of 10 runs produced a nonzero value of \( a^* \). However, none of these relationships was significant with respect to \( a \) since the variations were not larger than the ones caused by turbulence alone.
The larvae were distributed in the water column similarly as when turbulence was high, with $\alpha=0$ larvae below 20m and $\alpha=1$ larvae concentrated around the prey maximum (Figure 3.10). In contrast to the high turbulence results, larvae that survived to 12 mm had greater densities between 20 and 40 m at 20 d (Figure 3.10b), and larvae stratified around their prey at an earlier time (Figure 3.10c-f). Also contrary to the high turbulence case, the mean depth of all and just the alive individuals was the same when $\alpha=1$, but not with $\alpha=0$ (Figure 3.11). When $\alpha=0$, the surviving individuals were higher in the water column during the first 40 d (Figure 3.11).

3.3.4. All cases

Using the best parameterization of $\alpha$ for each behavior, Case C had the highest fitness and Case A the lowest when turbulence was high in either the fixed or uncertain environment and when it was low in the uncertain environment (Figure 3.12). When turbulence was low and the environment fixed, Case B gave the highest fitness and Case A the lowest (Figure 3.12). The highest mean fitness resulted from either $\alpha^*=0$ or $\alpha^*=0.1$ when comparing all swimming behaviors in every prey, predator, and turbulent environment. For a given behavior, the value of $\alpha^*$ changed with predation and turbulence levels, but not prey concentration.

The mean time to reach 12 mm was calculated for the best parameterization of each case in the fixed environment. Larvae with the Case C behavior reached 12 mm the fastest under low turbulence, but the slowest under high (Table 3.6).
3.4. Discussion

Observations of larval haddock show maximum densities that coincide with the depth of highest prey biomass (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993). Both behaviors B and C were able to produce similar distributions of haddock, however behavior B could only do this when individuals were approximately greater than 40 d old and 12 mm long, classifying them as pelagic juveniles. Since observations following storm-induced mixing events demonstrate that larvae re-stratify around their prey in a few days (Lough 1984, Lough & Potter 1993), the initial uniform conditions should not be the source of the lack of aggregation in the early days using behavior B. The failure of this behavioral case to reproduce observations must be attributed to the random up or down swimming behavior, and the weak swimming speed with respect to turbulent vertical diffusion. These results suggest that behavior B is not the behavior used by larval haddock since distributions coincident with prey are observed in all sizes (2-13 mm; Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993).

The present modeling results suggest that haddock larvae use a directed swimming behavior. The distributions of haddock produced by behavior C (with the exception of α=0) were very similar to those observed in the field. While this model assumed that larvae direct their swimming by sensing light and knowing the depth with the highest prey concentrations, this is not necessarily the mechanism used by larval haddock in the field. Though fish larvae can probably orient up and down with respect to light and/or gravity, they most likely cannot detect prey concentrations because of their small perception volumes. Nonetheless, larvae may be able to sense environmental
properties like temperature and turbulent velocity that are associated with the thermo/pycnocline, where copepod prey tends to be most abundant under stratified conditions.

Sclafani et al. (1993) modeled the vertical position of cod larvae with directed swimming towards the prey maximum during the day and buoyancy at night. The swimming ability and ultimately the depth of a larva were related to its condition as determined by ingestion. Two different types of diel vertical migration (DVM) emerged from this behavior model. Larvae in poor condition exhibited nocturnal DVM with buoyancy causing them to rise at night followed by downward swimming towards the prey maximum during the day, whereas good conditioned larvae demonstrated diurnal DVM by swimming up towards the prey during the day after buoyancy caused them to sink at night (Sclafani et al. 1993). In general, larvae in poor condition were higher in the water column than larvae in good condition (Sclafani et al. 1993).

DVM did not emerge from either of the behavior models tested in this study since larvae did not swim at night. Instead, larvae spread vertically with passive turbulent diffusion at night, which is consistent with the Sclafani et al. (1993) buoyancy model of a mixed population of larvae in poor and good condition. If buoyancy were to control the position of larvae at night in our model, poor condition larvae would suffer higher predation losses from being shallower due to their decreased specific gravity. It is difficult to say how this change would impact the fitness results since larvae would not feed or be eaten at night, but their location at the end of the night would affect both the
prey and turbulence levels experienced and how far larvae had to swim to reach higher concentrations of prey during the day.

There is no consistent evidence of larval haddock DVM or ontogenetic changes in depth. Neither Miller et al. (1963), nor Frank et al. (1989), found significant changes in day-night distributions of larvae spanning lengths of 4 mm to 19 mm. On the other hand, Lough & Potter (1993) found 6-8 mm and 9-13 mm larvae deeper during the day than night, but the depth difference was only significant for the 9-13 mm size class. Lough & Potter (1993) also observed small larvae (2-5 mm and 6-8 mm) either above or in the thermocline and larger larvae (9-13 mm) in or below the thermocline. Miller et al. (1963) observed the opposite pattern with smaller larvae (4-8 mm) below the thermocline and larger larvae (9-19 mm) in the thermocline.

The discrepancies between observations of the vertical distribution of haddock larvae could be explained by differences in condition of the larvae or the density structure of the water column if the Sclafani et al. (1993) model were used. Like our model behavior Case C, the Sclafani et al. (1993) model assumes directed swimming towards the prey maximum. However, it is possible that the vertical position of larvae is controlled by buoyancy and stratification alone until the development of a functioning swim bladder. The buoyancy model is consistent with observations of increased aggregation of eggs and larvae with increases in stratification (Frank et al. 1989, Lough & Potter 1993), and the depth of maximum abundance coinciding with the thermocline (Miller et al. 1963, Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987), and warrants more testing. The swim bladder may be functional when larvae reach 9 mm length, and would explain
the larger vertical migrations of larvae $>9$ mm in both well-mixed and stratified waters (Lough & Potter 1993), though the mechanism directing swimming is unknown.

Of the two behaviors tested, only the directed swimming Case C under high turbulence resulted in changes in fitness with parameterization in the behavioral model greater than those from turbulent diffusion alone. Though a change in survival of 5% could result in a large difference in the number of larvae surviving to the pelagic juvenile stage when considering the number of larvae that hatch each season (on the order of $10^6$-$10^8$ of millions), this difference was the result of the random motion caused by turbulence and could not be attributed to the value of $a$ in Case B under high turbulence and both behaviors B and C under low turbulence.

When turbulence was high, the swimming speeds of the larvae during the first 40 d were weak in comparison. Despite different parameterizations of the Case B swimming behavior, the depth distributions of the larvae were very similar over the first 20 d. It was over this time period that the predation pressure was the strongest, ranging from 0.02-0.04 d$^{-1}$ while it was less than 0.01 d$^{-1}$ for the second half of the simulation (Figure 3.13). The fitness was set during this time when predation was high, and, since the larvae had the same depth distributions, they incurred the same predation losses, resulting in similar fitness despite different values of $a$. This explanation could also account for why there was no relationship between $a$ and fitness for Case B under low turbulence conditions, however, it does not hold in low turbulence for Case C. Nonzero values of $a$ produced similar depth distributions during the first 40 d, but the distribution when $a=0$ was markedly different, yet the variation in fitness was not greater than that
caused by diffusion alone. The number of larvae using Case C with $a=0$ that died from starvation in the lower water column offset the number of predation losses of larvae in the well-lit upper waters with the nonzero parameterizations, thus resulting in similar fitnesses.

Starvation occurred in the low turbulence simulations from a reduction in encounter rate with prey. The starvation losses were most apparent in deep waters where increased encounter rate compensated for the lack of light when turbulence was high. Starvation in low turbulence shifted the mean depth of individuals that survived to 12 mm shallower than the mean depth of all individuals, at least during the first 40 d. In contrast, the mean depth of surviving larvae was deeper than that of all larvae when turbulence was high and predation was of greater consequence than starvation.

The conclusions that can be made from these simulation experiments depend on the turbulent environment of larval haddock on Georges Bank and stress the need for accurate turbulence estimates. Turbulence affected both swimming and encounter rate in this model. High turbulence prevented aggregation of larvae around the depth of maximum prey abundance when the random swimming behavior B was used. Though high turbulence in these model simulations prevented starvation, this might not be true in the ocean. One caveat of the model is that the vertical distribution of prey was not allowed to change over time. Prey in the ocean may be more dispersed when turbulence is higher, which was not included in the simulations. Further modeling is needed to examine possible effects of prey levels that dynamically aggregate and diffuse as a function of turbulence level. Additionally, higher turbulence reduces pursuit success of
prey by larval fish, another aspect missing from the simulations. Larval cod preying on copepods experienced a steep decline in pursuit success in laboratory experiments with turbulent dissipation rates in the range of $1.0 \times 10^{-4} - 1.3 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ s$^{-3}$ (MacKenzie & Kiorboe 2000). The dissipation rates in both the low and high turbulence environments were below this level, with a range of $1.7 \times 10^{-10} - 4.6 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ s$^{-3}$, thus it is expected that incorporating the effects of turbulence on pursuit success would not markedly alter the model results. The effect of turbulence on swimming in the model is most likely accurate, but the feeding results should be attributed to effective prey density from increased encounter and not to turbulent dissipation rate, such that the same results could be reached by altering either the turbulence level or prey concentration. We did not see this effect with prey concentration because our differences in prey density were not as large as the difference between the turbulent diffusivities.

In conclusion, larval haddock should behave such that they avoid visual predation rather than starvation mortality if conditions are like those in the high turbulence simulations, specifically, encounter rate with prey is high. If turbulence is an order of magnitude lower with a correspondingly lower encounter rate, then predation and starvation should both be factored into vertical swimming behavior decisions with greater emphasis on predation. The high turbulence environment was the only one to produce a behavioral model with significant variations in fitness with its parameterization. The highest fitness resulted when larvae used directed swimming and made behavioral decisions based on light alone. This behavior promoted avoiding light and visual predators while larvae were small and had weak swimming abilities. However, the depth
distribution produced by this optimal behavior contrasted with the one observed in the field; larvae are found in high abundance in the surface waters contrary to what the model predicts. This discrepancy could mean that actual turbulent dissipation rates on Georges Bank are on the lower end. Alternatively, the visual predation rates may not be an accurate reflection of the predation pressure on haddock larvae. If non-visual predators perform the bulk of predation, then larvae in the upper water column would benefit from increased light to encounter their prey. Furthermore, studies of larvae that survived to the fall reveal that these larvae were spawned ahead of the peak in the spawning curve (Lapolla & Buckley 2005) during the small window in February-March when growth rates exceed mortality rates, thereby allowing larvae to be bigger in the late spring when predation is higher (Buckley et al. 2010). Their findings in combination with our modeling results imply that larvae may avoid predators in time rather than space. We intend to test this hypothesis using a directed swimming behavior in a 3D coupled biological-physical model of haddock on Georges Bank.
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## Tables

Table 3.1. Coefficients, variables, and equations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>trade-off weight parameter</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_p$</td>
<td>prey image area</td>
<td>m$^2$</td>
<td>$A_p = 0.75 \cdot L \cdot \text{width}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>trade-off behavior</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>predator density exponent</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>prey contrast</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>beam attenuation coefficient</td>
<td>m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$c = 3k$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>diffusivity polynomial const.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.31 \cdot 10^{-11}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>diffusivity polynomial const.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.12 \cdot 10^{-9}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_3$</td>
<td>diffusivity polynomial const.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.82 \cdot 10^{-7}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_4$</td>
<td>diffusivity polynomial const.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.30 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_5$</td>
<td>diffusivity polynomial const.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.56 \cdot 10^{-4}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_6$</td>
<td>diffusivity polynomial const.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.25 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_7$</td>
<td>diffusivity polynomial const.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.11 \cdot 10^{-2}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_1$</td>
<td>pca function constant</td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.06 \cdot 10^{4}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>pca function constant</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.86 \cdot 10^{3}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_3$</td>
<td>pca function constant</td>
<td></td>
<td>$-4.96 \cdot 10^{3}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_4$</td>
<td>pca function constant</td>
<td></td>
<td>$20.2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>turbulent kinetic energy</td>
<td>W m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon = 1.65 \cdot 10^{-5} \kappa$</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>irradiance</td>
<td>mmol m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$E = E_0 \exp(-kJz)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_0$</td>
<td>surface irradiance</td>
<td>mmol m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$5 \cdot 10^4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_s$</td>
<td>predator eye sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5 \cdot 10^4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Enc$</td>
<td>encounter rate</td>
<td>s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$Enc = \frac{1}{2} \pi R^2 N_{\text{larva}} S \sqrt{u^2 + v^2 + 2w^2}$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>fitness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f(z)$</td>
<td>initial depth pdf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g(y)$</td>
<td>environment pdf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>vertical diffusivity</td>
<td>m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_s$</td>
<td>half saturation constant</td>
<td>mmol m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>light attenuation coefficient</td>
<td>m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>larval standard length</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{\text{larva}}$</td>
<td>larval fish weight</td>
<td>ug</td>
<td>$M_{\text{larva}} = 0.194L^{3.768}$</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{\text{pred}}$</td>
<td>predator weight</td>
<td>ug</td>
<td>$M_{\text{pred}} = 14.7059M_{\text{prev}}$</td>
<td>2,6,14,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{larva}}$</td>
<td>larval prey abundance</td>
<td>L$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{pred}}$</td>
<td>predator density</td>
<td>m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>$N_{\text{pred}} = M_{\text{pred}}^b$</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The predation rate, $P$, can be expressed as:

$$P = \frac{1}{2} \pi R^2 q N_{pred}$$

Maximum prey density, $p_{max}$, minimum prey density, $p_{min}$, and probability of survival, $p_{surv}$, are defined as follows:

- $p_{max}$: maximum prey density
- $p_{min}$: minimum prey density
- $p_{surv}$: probability of survival

Capture success probability, $pca$, is given by:

$$pca = \frac{\exp(d_1 r^3 + d_2 r^2 + d_3 r + d_4)}{1 + \exp(d_1 r^3 + d_2 r^2 + d_3 r + d_4)}$$

Prey density, $prey(z)$, is defined as:

$$prey(z) = (p_{max} - p_{min})^* \left( \exp \left( \frac{(z - z_{mix})^3}{0.5 \cdot z_{mix}} \right) \right) + p_{min}$$

Low predation constant, $q_1$, mid predation constant, $q_2$, and high predation constant, $q_3$, are given as:

- $q_1$: low predation constant
- $q_2$: mid predation constant
- $q_3$: high predation constant

Perception distance, $R$, is defined as:

$$R^2 \exp(eR) = CA_p E \left( \frac{E(z)}{K_s + E(z)} \right)$$

Prey:larva length ratio, $r$, is defined as:

$$r = \frac{\text{prey}}{\text{larva length ratio}}$$

Temperature, $T$, is defined as:

$$T(z) = (T_{max} - T_{min})^* (1 + \tanh(z - z_{mix})) + T_{min}$$

Maximum temperature, $T_{max}$, is given as 9.0°C.

Minimum temperature, $T_{min}$, is given as 7.0°C.

Larval velocity, $u$, is defined as:

$$u_{max} = 1.5 u_R$$

Routine larval velocity, $u_R$, is given by:

$$u_R = 0.261 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot L^{0.352 \cdot u_{max}^2} - 5.289 \cdot L$$

Predator velocity, $v$, is given as 0.1 m s$^{-1}$.

Turbulent velocity, $w$, is given by:

$$w = 1.901(eR)^{1/3}$$

Environment, $y$, is defined as:

Depth, $z$, is given as:

- $z_{max}$: maximum depth
- $z_{min}$: minimum depth
- $z_{mix}$: mixed layer depth

- $z_{max}$: 70.0 m
- $z_{min}$: 0.0 m
- $z_{mix}$: 18.0 m
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Table 3.2. Minimum and maximum prey concentrations (L⁻¹) for low, mean, or high prey levels. \( N = N_{III} \) for \(<7\text{mm}\) larvae, \( C = CV \) for \( \geq 7\text{ mm}\) larvae.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>low</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>high</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N_{\text{min}})</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_{\text{max}})</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_{\text{min}})</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_{\text{max}})</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3. Case A statistics for all simulations with varying initial seed values in the fixed and uncertain environments with high and low turbulence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>std dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high fixed</td>
<td>0.4284</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.4060</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high uncertain</td>
<td>0.4675</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.4545</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low fixed</td>
<td>0.2642</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.2460</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low uncertain</td>
<td>0.2970</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.2843</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4. Case B statistics for all simulations with varying initial seed values and all \( a \) values in the fixed and uncertain environments with high and low turbulence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>std dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high fixed</td>
<td>0.4334</td>
<td>0.4341</td>
<td>0.4324</td>
<td>6.72E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high uncertain</td>
<td>0.4726</td>
<td>0.4736</td>
<td>0.4719</td>
<td>5.13E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low fixed</td>
<td>0.2841</td>
<td>0.2869</td>
<td>0.2825</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low uncertain</td>
<td>0.3115</td>
<td>0.3123</td>
<td>0.3106</td>
<td>4.73E-04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.5. Case C statistics for all simulations with varying initial seed values and all α values in the fixed and uncertain environments with high and low turbulence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>std dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high fixed</td>
<td>0.3052</td>
<td>0.5342</td>
<td>0.2688</td>
<td>0.0788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high uncertain</td>
<td>0.3599</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.3279</td>
<td>0.0698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low fixed</td>
<td>0.2686</td>
<td>0.2737</td>
<td>0.2543</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low uncertain</td>
<td>0.3207</td>
<td>0.3272</td>
<td>0.2755</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6. Mean time (d) to 12 mm in the fixed environment with high and low turbulence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbulence</th>
<th>Case A</th>
<th>Case B</th>
<th>Case C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High turbulence</td>
<td>42.29</td>
<td>41.58</td>
<td>45.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low turbulence</td>
<td>45.38</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td>34.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures

Figure 3.1. Example depth profiles of (a) \( \log_{10} \kappa \) of the turbulent dissipation rate, \( \kappa \) (m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)), (b) prey density (L\(^{-1}\)), and (c) predation rate (d\(^{-1}\)) for a 7 mm larva. L: low, M: mean or mid, H: high.
Figure 3.2. Profiles of the magnitude of the swimming speed as determined by Cases B and C for a 5 mm larva with different values of $\alpha$ indicated in the legend. For Case B direction of swimming is random. For Case C downward swimming is indicated by negative swimming speed values.
Figure 3.3. Proportion of larval population in 5 m bins every 20 d of (a) all individuals and (b) only those that survived to 12 mm using behavioral Case A under high turbulence, and of (c) all individuals and (d) only those that survived to 12 mm using behavioral Case A under low turbulence. The proportion is relative to the subpopulation, i.e. the total population for all individuals, and total number of live individuals for those that survived to 12 mm.
Figure 3.4. Mean depth of larvae using Behavior A in the fixed environment. all: all larvae, live: larvae that survive to 12 mm, high: high turbulence, low: low turbulence.
Figure 3.5. Proportion of larval population in 5 m bins every 20 d using Behavior B with $\alpha=0$ for (a) all larvae and (b) larvae that survive to 12 mm, with $\alpha^*=0.4$ for (c) all larvae and (d) larvae that survive to 12 mm, with $\alpha=1$ for (e) all larvae and (f) larvae that survive to 12 mm in the fixed environment with high turbulence. The proportion is relative to the subpopulation, i.e. the total population for all individuals, and total number of live individuals for those that survived to 12 mm.
Figure 3.6. Mean depth of larvae using Behavior B in the fixed environment with high turbulence. all: all larvae, live: larvae that survive to 12 mm, 0: $\alpha=0$, 1: $\alpha=1$. 
Figure 3.7. Proportion of larval population in 5m bins every 20 d of (a) all larvae and (b) larvae that survive to 12 mm using Behavior B and $\alpha^*=0$, and (c) all larvae and (d) larvae that survive to 12 mm with $\alpha=1$ in the fixed environment with low turbulence. The proportion is relative to the subpopulation, i.e. the total population for all individuals, and total number of live individuals for those that survived to 12 mm.
Figure 3.8. Mean depth of larvae using Behavior B in the fixed environment with low turbulence. all: all larvae, alive: larvae that survive to 12 mm, 0: $\alpha=0$, 1: $\alpha=1$. 
Figure 3.9. Proportion of larval population in 5m bins every 20 d of (a) all larvae and (b) larvae that survive to 12 mm using Behavior C and $a^*=0$, and (c) all larvae and (d) larvae that survive to 12 mm with $a=1$ in the fixed environment with high turbulence. The proportion is relative to the subpopulation, i.e. the total population for all individuals, and total number of live individuals for those that survived to 12 mm.
Figure 3.10. Proportion of larval population in 5m bins every 20 d of (a) all larvae and (b) larvae that survive to 12 mm using Behavior C and $\alpha=0$, of (c) all larvae and (d) larvae that survive to 12 mm using Behavior C and $\alpha^*=0.1$, and of (e) all larvae and (f) larvae that survive to 12 mm with $\alpha=1$ in the fixed environment with low turbulence. The proportion is relative to the subpopulation, i.e. the total population for all individuals, and total number of live individuals for those that survived to 12 mm.
Figure 3.11. Mean depth of larvae using Behavior C in the fixed environment with low turbulence. all: all larvae, alive: larvae that survive to 12 mm, 0: $a=0$, 1: $a=1$. 
Figure 3.12. Mean fitness of 10 simulations vs. $\alpha$ in the (left) fixed and (right) uncertain environments. AH – Case A, high turbulence, AL – Case A, low turbulence, BH – Case B, high turbulence, BL – Case B, low turbulence, CH – Case C, high turbulence, CL – Case C, low turbulence.
Figure 3.13. Mean predation rate (d$^{-1}$) from passive diffusion with high turbulence.
Chapter 4

Interannual differences in larval haddock survival: hypothesis testing with a coupled biophysical model of Georges Bank

4.1. Introduction

The annual variation in year-class size of a fish population can have a large influence on the biomass of the population that can be fished (Trippel & Chambers 1997). Despite its importance, the causes of recruitment variability are not clear, and understanding recruitment variability has long been a goal to aid in the management of fisheries. Since Hjort’s (1914) hypothesis that the size of a year-class is determined during the early life stage of fish, much emphasis has been placed on the survival from the egg to the early juvenile stage. The haddock population on Georges Bank (Figure 4.1) is one with a strong relationship between recruitment and processes during the larval stage (Mountain et al. 2008).

Larval haddock have greater survival when mismatched (phase-shifted) to the copepod populations (Buckley & Durbin 2006). By hatching before the spring bloom,
haddock are maximizing size at time of year rather than size at age (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Buckley & Durbin 2006, Buckley et al. 2010). Hatching early results in slower growth from lower temperatures, less food, and less light available for visual feeding compared to later in the year, but less predation as well (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Buckley & Durbin 2006, Buckley et al. 2010). These findings appear to contradict the larval fish paradigms about size and survival, specifically that individuals with higher growth rates will spend less time as vulnerable larvae, particularly small larvae, with high mortality rates. Nonetheless, higher prey availability earlier in the year could further enhance the survival of early-spawned larvae. In addition to seasonal prey availability and predation risk, advection could be important in regulating the recruitment of haddock. Advective loss of larvae or their planktonic copepod prey could occur early in the spawning period before the gyre has strengthened with seasonal stratification (Butman & Beardsley 1987), as well as from Gulf Stream rings (Butman et al. 1982, Flierl & Wroblewski 1985), and strong wind events (Lewis et al. 1994, 2001).

Spatially-explicit coupled biological-physical individual-based models (IBMs) are ideal for studying the processes of feeding, growth, predation, and advection during the larval stage. Such models act as laboratories where simulation experiments can be conducted to disentangle these factors, determine their relative importance, and reveal how they are affected by environmental variability. I seek to gain insights into the recruitment variability of Georges Bank haddock by using a spatially-explicit coupled biological-physical IBM to examine two disparate years sampled during the U.S. GLOBEC Northwest Atlantic/Georges Bank (GLOBEC GB) program from 1995-1999
(Wiebe et al. 2002). The 1998 haddock year-class was the largest of the study period and the largest since 1978 (but has since been dwarfed by the 2003 year-class; Brodziak & Traver 2006). It had a broad spawning period, low egg production, and the highest egg and larval survival rates of all the study years (Buckley & Durbin 2006, Mountain et al. 2008). On the other hand, 1995 was a year of low recruitment with low prey biomasses (Buckley & Durbin 2006) resulting in food-limited growth and the condition of some first feeding haddock larvae indicative of starvation (Buckley et al. 2006). In addition to recruitment, both recruitment per hatched egg (Mountain & Kane 2010) and larval abundance at 15 days post hatch (Mountain et al. 2008) were higher in 1998 than 1995.

I coupled a hydrodynamics model, a nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplankton-detritus (NPZD) model, a stage-based copepod population model, and a larval haddock IBM to simulate the processes on Georges Bank during the larval period of haddock. The model was used to compare survival over the larval period and the sources of mortality in 1995 and 1998. As stated above, there are generally three hypothesized sources of larval mortality: advection, predation, and starvation. I test these hypotheses to see if any account for the observed differences between 1995 and 1998. Specifically, I test the role of hatch location and abundance, the physical environment, prey density, vertical swimming behavior, seasonal predation, spatial predation, and interannual predation.
4.2. Model

4.2.1. Physical environment

The hydrodynamics were provided by the Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM). FVCOM is a prognostic, unstructured-grid, finite-volume, free-surface, three-dimensional, primitive equation coastal ocean circulation model (Chen et al. 2003). FVCOM receives input from an atmospheric mesoscale model (MM5), is driven by realistic surface and boundary forcing, and assimilates satellite and buoy data. There is a Lagrangian particle-tracking routine for FVCOM, which can be used to couple individual-based biological models (Chen et al. 2006).

4.2.2. Prey

Many IBMs use size-based feeding models, however it was recently shown that larval fish prey selection is not purely size-based (Petrik et al. 2009). Copepod prey of similar size are ingested in amounts disproportionate to their abundance in the environment (Kane 1984, Heath & Lough 2007). In addition to its size, the behavioral properties of the copepod Pseudocalanus spp. make it the most preferred prey item of larval haddock (Petrik et al. 2009). It is the majority of the prey biomass consumed (Kane 1984, Lough et al. 2005, Heath & Lough 2007) and its biomass is highly correlated to larval haddock growth rate (Buckley & Durbin 2006). As a simplification, Pseudocalanus spp. was used as the sole prey source to larval haddock. The Pseudocalanus spp. density was modeled with a 4-stage (eggs-nauplii-copepodite-adult)
concentration-based population model (Hu et al. 2008; Ji et al. 2009), excluding the eggs as a prey source. The FVCOM hydrodynamics model was coupled to a NPZD model, with the flow fields, temperature and phytoplankton serving as inputs to the copepod population model (Ji et al. 2009).

### 4.2.3. Foraging submodel

The foraging submodel was based on the larval fish feeding models of Caparroy et al. (2000), Fiksen and MacKenzie (2002) and Kristiansen et al. (2007), and was parameterized for larval haddock and *Pseudocalanus* spp. by Petrik et al. (2009). Ingestion was the product of encounter rate and the probability of successful capture. Encounter rate was a function of prey density, prey swimming speed, turbulent velocity, the larval fish pause-travel swimming characteristics (pause duration and frequency), and the larval perception distance (dependent on light and larval size). The probability of successful capture was an empirical function of prey species and stage length parameterized from mechanistic simulations of species-specific prey escape behaviors, including the deformation rate threshold, escape jump speed, and escape jump angle (Chapter 3). The species-specific prey characteristics were also size-specific, however size was not a state variable in the copepod population model. As a first approach, I set the length, width, and biomass of a grouped developmental stage (e.g. nauplii) as the mean of all stages within that group (e.g. mean of NI-NVI) using the length, width, and biomass in Davis (1984, 1987).
4.2.4. Bioenergetics submodel

The bioenergetics submodel was the same as that used in Petrik et al. (2009) for larval haddock, which was based on Kristiansen et al. (2007) for larval cod. The energy derived from the amount of biomass ingested in the foraging submodel was apportioned to metabolism and growth, both of which were temperature- and larval size-dependent. Metabolism was increased a constant amount during light hours to account for the swimming activity of feeding fish.

4.2.5. Predation submodel

Both visual and nonvisual predators were modeled. The same visual predation model from Chapter 3 was used with a different proportionality constant (c=0.05). The nonvisual predation rate, pred_n, (d⁻¹), representative of contact invertebrate predators, was found using a size-dependent model adapted from Peterson and Wroblewski (1984)

\[ pred_n = 2.63 \cdot 10^{-4} \cdot \text{weight}^{-0.25} \]

with weight in g. Predation rate decreased with larval size for both types of predators, while the visual predation rate also decreased with depth. The total predation rate was the sum of visual and nonvisual predation and was parameterized to be approximately 0.1 d⁻¹ for a 5 mm larva (Bailey & Houde 1989).

4.2.6. Mortality

To simulate realistic numbers of individuals and prevent significant variation from being lost from the population, super-individuals (Scheffer et al. 1995) were used to
represent larvae. The number of individuals, \( n \), within each super-individual was determined from estimated egg hatching rates calculated for the years 1995 and 1998 on Georges Bank (Mountain et al. 2003, 2008). Egg hatching rates were available for each month and each grid box within the grid covering the sampling area (Mountain et al. 2003, 2008). Egg hatching rates in units of no. \( 10^{2} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ d}^{-1} \) were converted to total number of individuals by multiplying the rate by the area covered by that grid box and the total number of days in that month.

Mortality of larvae resulted from starvation, predation, or advection. A larva was considered to have starved to death if its mass fell below 70% of the mass that it would have at that length under unlimited food conditions (Kristiansen et al. 2009). Since all individuals within a super-individual were identical biologically, starvation of a super-individual resulted in loss of all its individuals. As argued by Scheffer et al. (1995), losses of individuals within a super-individual via predation were modeled by drawing the number from a binomial distribution. The probability of predation, \( p \), for a super-individual was calculated from an exponential probability distribution from the predation rate. This probability was used with an exact binomial probability density function when \( n \leq 20 \). To reduce computation time, approximations were used when \( n > 20 \). When \( n > 20 \) and \( np \leq 50 \), the Poisson approximation for a binomial distribution with small \( p \) was used. The Poisson distribution was further approximated by a normal distribution when \( n > 20 \) and \( np > 50 \). Finally, super-individuals were deemed lost by advection when they crossed the 100 m isobath, representing the edge of Georges Bank (Figure 4.1). Adveective loss served as a proxy for the combination of starvation that would occur as
the larvae left the rich prey environment of the bank, predation by mesopelagic fishes off the slope of the bank, and the inability to find suitable juvenile settlement habitat.

4.2.7. Simulations

Two contrasting years in haddock recruitment, 1995 and 1998, as observed during the GLOBEC GB field study, were chosen for this modeling study. Super-individuals were initialized as newly-hatched 5 mm larvae in the number and location specified from the egg hatching rate estimates of each year. Hatch locations were determined from observations of egg abundance (Sibunka et al. 2006) projected forward using estimated egg mortality rates and spatially integrated using kriging as described in Mountain et al. (2003, 2008). Initial depth was random from surface to bottom to approximate the uniform distribution of eggs from wind and tidal mixing (R. G. Lough, personal communication). Three different cohorts were simulated each year that hatched on the midpoint of February, March, and April. Simulations were run until mid-June, the last month sampled by the GLOBEC GB surveys in 1995. Thus, the run time of the April cohort was 55 d. For equality, each cohort was analyzed until 55 days post hatch (dph). Starvation, predation, and advection losses were calculated at 55 dph or at the time when larvae reached 12 mm, the average length at the juvenile transition. It was assumed that the model no longer applied to juveniles because they have different metabolisms, are less vulnerable to predation, and have greater swimming abilities. The time of 55 dph proved to be adequate for most individuals to either die or reach 12 mm. Over 90% of individuals hatched in February and 100% of the individuals hatched in March and April
reached 12 mm within 55 dph in all but 4 of the 28 total simulations, which had lower percentages for the February cohort.

**Reference case**

As a reference case, super-individuals were modeled as passive particles. To test the hypotheses regarding the difference in larval survival between 1995 and 1998, thirteen other cases were simulated for each year.

**Cross initialization**

To distinguish the effect of the environment from that of hatch locations and abundance, the locations and numbers of one year were used in conjunction with the physical and biological environment of the other year.

**Low prey**

Though the spatial and temporal patterns in *Pseudocalanus* spp. abundance from the population model match observations (Ji et al. 2007), the absolute prey concentrations do not. In the reference case and all other cases, the 1998 copepod model concentration was increased by a factor of 5 to result in mean abundances 2-3 times higher (E. Durbin, unpublished data) than the 1995 output from the copepod model (Table 4.1). There were two “low-prey” simulations where the 1995 prey density was decreased to be 1/5<sup>th</sup> (“low prey 5”) and 1/10<sup>th</sup> (“low prey 10”) of the copepod model prey density for 1995 (Table
In both cases, the 1998 copepod model prey density output was adjusted to be 2-3 times higher than the resulting density for 1995 (Table 4.1).

**Swimming behavior**

*High turbulence avoidance behavior*

Observations of the vertical distribution of larval haddock and their prey (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993) suggest that the larvae have a prey-seeking vertical migration behavior. The results of Chapter 3 determined that this swimming behavior needed to be directed to overcome turbulent diffusion. Given the unlikelihood of sensing gradients, the swimming behavior was related to local conditions as a first attempt. In stratified water columns the prey maximum is often associated with the pycnocline (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993), a region of low turbulent mixing. Directional swimming to avoid high turbulence cannot be used as the sole proxy for the swimming behavior, because both surface and bottom waters experience high turbulence from wind and tidal forcing respectively. However, this behavior can be used together with light information. If a larva is in the surface waters where both light and turbulence are high, it swam down. Conversely, if a larva is in the bottom waters where light is low and turbulence is high, then it swam up. The magnitude of the swimming velocity was proportional to the strength of the turbulence and light, and scaled to the size of the larva. The threshold that determined high light versus low light (downward versus upward swimming) was dependent on the visual system of the larva, which has a saturating relationship with light. This saturating relationship in combination
with the exponential decay of light results in perception having a hyperbolic tangential shape with depth. The inflection point of this perception curve delineated high and low light. Since larval haddock are visual feeders, they only search for prey when there is light. Thus to avoid predation and save energy the larvae remain motionless in the dark.

In lit waters the swimming speed, $w$ (m s$^{-1}$), was

$$ w = \begin{cases} \frac{w_{\text{max}}}{\log_{10}(K)^{0.26} \cdot 1.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot (0.261 L^{0.552} \cdot \text{wmax} - 5.289/L)} & \log_{10}(K) > 0 \\ \frac{w_{\text{max}}}{\log_{10}(K)^{0.26} \cdot 1.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot (0.261 L^{0.552} \cdot \text{wmax} - 5.289/L)} & -13 \leq \log_{10}(K) \leq 0 \\ \frac{w_{\text{max}}}{\log_{10}(K)^{0.26} \cdot 1.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot (0.261 L^{0.552} \cdot \text{wmax} - 5.289/L)} & \log_{10}(K) \leq -13 \\ \end{cases} $$

where $E$ is the light intensity (µmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$), $\kappa$ is the turbulent diffusivity (m$^2$ s$^{-1}$), and the maximum swimming speed, $w_{\text{max}}$ (m s$^{-1}$), is a 50% increase of the routine swimming speed of Peck et al. (2006) for the closely related species Atlantic cod.

$$ w_{\text{max}} = 1.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot (0.261 L^{0.552} \cdot \text{wmax} - 5.289/L) $$

with length, $L$, in mm.

**Swim to turbulence minimum behavior**

A similar behavior was tested that assumed that larvae could detect gradients to find the depth of the turbulence minimum, $z_{\text{min}}$ (m), and swim towards it. Swimming was downwards when above $z_{\text{min}}$, and upwards when below it, while the speed of swimming was inversely proportional to distance from the depth following

$$ w = \frac{w_{\text{max}}}{\tanh(z - z_{\text{min}})} $$

where $w_{\text{max}}$ is the same as above and $z$ (m) is the depth of the larvae.
Swim to specified depth behavior

One other behavior was tested, which imposed a depth towards which larvae swam. I tested both -10 m and -30 m based on the modeling results of Werner et al. (1993, 1996) that suggest larvae must stay below -30 m to remain on the bank, despite observations of larvae above this depth.

Predation

Temperature-dependent predation

Following Houde (1989), the temperature-dependent predation rate, $pred_{temp} (d^{-1})$, increased 0.01 $d^{-1}$ per 1°C increase in temperature, $T (°C)$. The base temperature, $T_{base} (°C)$, was set as 6.5°C, the temperature associated with the predation rate of 0.1 $d^{-1}$ for a 5 mm larva (Jones 1973, Bailey & Houde 1989, Houde 1989). The base predation rate, $pred_{base} (d^{-1})$, was the constant rate used in the passive simulations.

\[
pred_{temp} = pred_{base} + 0.01(T - T_{base})
\]

Spatially-dependent predation

The distribution of potential predators of larval haddock on Georges Bank (chaetognaths, predatory copepods, amphipods, mysid shrimps, decapod shrimps, euphausiids, hydroids, hydromedusae, siphonophores, scyphomedusae, herring, mackerel) falls into two groups, those that are more abundant on the shallow, well-mixed crest region (shoalward of the 60 m isobath), and those that are more abundant on the seasonally stratified flanks that are in waters deeper than 60 m (Sullivan & Meise 1996).
The predators are more diverse and abundant on the crest (Sullivan & Meise 1996), however this does not necessarily equate to higher predation rates because of possible differences in consumption rates. Two different simulations were run to test the effect of spatially-dependent predation, one where predation was three times as high on the crest compared to the flanks,

\[ \text{pred}_{\text{crest}} = 1.5 \cdot \text{pred}_{\text{base}} \]
\[ \text{pred}_{\text{flanks}} = 0.5 \cdot \text{pred}_{\text{base}} \]

and a second where predation was higher on the flanks

\[ \text{pred}_{\text{crest}} = 0.5 \cdot \text{pred}_{\text{base}} \]
\[ \text{pred}_{\text{flanks}} = 1.5 \cdot \text{pred}_{\text{base}} \]

Predation rates were offset from the base predation rate by 50% to try to keep the numbers of individuals eaten similar.

*Interannually varying predation*

To investigate the hypothesis of differing predator communities in 1995 and 1998 the predation rate was increased in 1995 and decreased in 1998 in relation to the base predation rate. Differences of ±10%, 25%, and 50% of the base rate were tested.
4.3. Results

4.3.1. Reference case

Trajectories

There are some noticeable similarities and differences in the trajectories of modeled passive larvae between 1995 and 1998. The trajectories from hatch until the time each super-individual reaches 12 mm show similar major advective pathways between months and years such as clockwise around the bank (Figure 4.2). In 1995 (Figure 4.2a-c), some individuals that hatched in the Northeast Channel were advected northward into the Gulf of Maine (GOM), whereas in 1998 they made it onto the bank (Figure 4.2d-f). In 1995, some of the larvae that exited the bank were carried back up to the northeast (Figure 4.2a-c). The number that were advected in this direction decreased as hatch date increased, whereas the number advected to the southwest out the Great South Channel (GSC) and towards the Mid-Atlantic Bight increased. In 1998, most larvae were lost out the GSC to the Mid-Atlantic Bight (Figure 4.2d-f).

Hatch distributions

Both the hatching rates and locations differed between 1995 and 1998. Hatching occurred in two places in February of 1995, the Northeast Peak (NEP) and the western side of Georges Bank (Figure 4.2a), while February hatching was concentrated around the NEP in 1998 (Figure 4.2d). The hatch distributions of the March cohorts were similar in 1995 and 1998 (Figures 4.2b,e), with 1995 having more larvae hatch on the center of the bank and 1998 having more hatch on the Southern Flank (SF). The April hatch
distributions were markedly different with larvae hatching on the NEP in 1995 (Figure 4.2c), and larvae hatching all over the bank in 1998 (Figure 4.2f). More larvae hatched in all months of 1998 compared to 1995 (Table 4.2). In 1998, the April cohort made up the largest proportion of larvae hatching and surviving, and the February cohort the least (Figure 4.3). Conversely, the majority of larvae hatching in 1995 came from the March cohort, but the proportion of survivors that originated in the April cohort was greater than the proportion of all hatched larvae derived from that cohort (Figure 4.3).

**Growth rates**

Mean time to 12 mm (d) was calculated and used to find the mean specific growth rate (% d⁻¹) from hatch until that time. The mean time to 12 mm decreased and growth rate increased with increasing cohort hatch date for both years (Table 4.3). The mean time was shorter, corresponding to faster growth, for all cohorts in 1998 compared to 1995 (Table 4.3). Since the larvae experienced lower mean temperatures in 1998 (Table 4.4), the faster growth rates in this year can be attributed to higher prey concentrations (Table 4.5).

**4.3.2. Hatch distribution effect on survival and sources of mortality**

Percent survival, calculated as the percentage of individuals hatched that were alive at 55 dph or upon reaching 12 mm, increased with cohort hatch date in both 1995 and 1998 (Figure 4.4). Percent survival of all cohorts hatched in 1998 was lower than in 1995. The 1995 April cohort had the highest percent survival (Figure 4.4), however, the
1998 April cohort had the greatest number of surviving individuals (Table 4.7). Predation loss decreased as advection increased with hatch date in both years (Figure 4.4). Starvation losses were negligible and represented <1% of all loses in the February and March cohorts in the 1995 environment (Figure 4.4 left).

Both the hatch locations and the environment affected survival, with the dominant source of mortality depending more strongly on hatch location. A greater percentage of a cohort hatched in the 1995 locations was lost to predation in both the 1995 and 1998 environments, with the exception of the April cohort that suffered greater advective losses in the 1998 environment (Figure 4.4 top). By contrast, all cohorts hatched in the 1998 locations experienced greater percent losses from advection (Figure 4.4 bottom). Larvae hatched in the 1995 locations had equal or greater percent survival than those hatched in the 1998 locations under both environments (Figure 4.4). Cohorts in the 1995 environment had equal or greater survival than those in the 1998 environment with the exception of the March cohort hatched in 1995 (Figure 4.4).

4.3.3. Mean depth of cases with behavior

The mean depth of passive super-individuals as well as those avoiding high turbulence and those swimming to the turbulence minimum had a maximum in the surface waters in both years (Figure 4.5a-c,f-h). The binned mean depth distributions of the passive larvae and those swimming to the turbulence minimum were very similar to each other, but years differed (Figure 4.5a,c,f,h). In the 1998 environment, there was a local maximum between 10-15 m (Figure 4.5f,h). This maximum extended deeper in the
passive case (Figure 4.5f). The 1995 and 1998 depth distribution of the high turbulence avoidance behavior was more spread out than the passive and swim to turbulence minimum cases, with a small local maximum at 75-80 m (Figure 4.5b,g). With this behavior, the 1998 local maximum at 10-15 m (Figure 4.5g) was less pronounced than in the passive and swim to turbulence minimum cases. In both years, the swim to 10 m and 30 m behaviors had maximum concentrations at those depths as expected (Figure 4.5d-e,i-j). The mean depth of over half of the super-individuals was 10 m with the behavior of swimming to this depth (Figure 4.5d,i), but less than 50% of the super-individuals had a mean depth of 30 m when swimming to it (Figure 4.5e,j). The fraction of super-individuals was greater above the specified depth than the fraction below in both cases (Figure 4.5d-e,i-j).

Copepod prey concentrations were highest in the surface layer with maximum concentrations generally between 0 to 35 m in 1995 and 0 to 65 m in 1998. There was a sharp decline in prey density between 50 and 100 m. Thus the majority of larvae in all cases were in regions with high prey availability. However, a greater proportion of larvae using the high turbulence avoidance behavior were distributed below 50 m (Figure 4.5b,g) and experienced much lower prey densities.

4.3.4. Alternate hypotheses

Survival

The total number of individuals that survived was greater in 1998 than 1995 for all cases (Figure 4.6). Interannually different predation 50% more or less than the
reference passive case resulted in the lowest survival in 1995 and highest survival in 1998. Ignoring the interannual changes to predation, spatially-dependent predation with increased rates on the crest and decreased rates on the flanks resulted in the highest survival, whilst lowest survival occurred with increased predation on the flanks relative to the crest in both years (Figure 4.6). The high turbulence avoidance behavior also resulted in low survival in 1998 (Figure 4.6).

The number of survivors per hatched larva was greater in 1995 than 1998 for all cases except for interannual differences in predation of 25% and 50%, resulting in a ratio of survivors per hatch in 1998 to 1995 less than one (Figure 4.7). The predation difference of 25% had the ratio of survivors per hatch closest to the 1.17 ratio of recruits per hatched larva in 1998 to 1995 calculated from GLOBEC GB data by Mountain and Kane (2010). The ratio was higher than the reference case in simulations of the opposite environment, swimming to the turbulence minimum or 10 m or 30 m, higher predation on the flanks, and an interannual difference in predation of ±10% of reference. Survival per hatch was least similar to observations of recruits per hatch when larvae used the high turbulence avoidance behavior or when predation was higher on the crest.

Sources of mortality

The percentage of larvae lost to advection was greater in 1998 than 1995 for all cases (Figure 4.8a). Higher predation on the flanks resulted in the least advective loss in 1995, while higher predation on the crest resulted in the most (Figure 4.8a). In 1998,
swimming to 30 m was the simulation with the lowest advection and the simulation with decreased predation by 50% had the highest (Figure 4.8a).

Conversely, percentages of hatched larvae lost to predation were greater in 1995 than 1998 for all cases (Figure 4.8b). Changing the baseline predation by ±50% caused the greatest predation losses in 1995 and the least in 1998. Excluding this case, increased predation on the flanks resulted in the greatest losses and higher predation on the crest the least for both years (Figure 4.8b). The fraction of advection and predation losses was similar across cases.

Starvation occurred more often in 1995 than 1998, and only occurred with 1998 prey fields in the high turbulence avoidance behavior case and when prey was 1/10th the copepod model concentrations (Figure 4.8c). The greatest amount of starvation happened in the swim to turbulence minimum behavior case. The low prey 10, high turbulence avoidance behavior, and high crest predation cases had relatively moderate amounts of starvation compared to other cases, while lower amounts occurred in the passive, low prey 5, temperature-dependent predation, higher flank predation, and interannually altered predation cases of 1995. All starvation losses were less than 1% of the larvae hatched (Figure 4.8c).

**Cohort contribution**

In 1995, the percent of total survivors from the February cohort was low across all simulations. The contribution of this cohort was increased from the reference case by swimming to 30 m, temperature-dependent predation, and higher predation on the flanks,
remained the same with high crest predation, and decreased by all other cases (Figure 4.9a). The percent of total survivors from the 1995 February cohort was always less than the percent of total larvae that hatched in that month (Figure 4.9a). The contributions of the March and April cohorts to the surviving larvae in 1995 tended to vary reciprocally. The opposite environment, swim to 30 m, temperature-dependent predation, and higher predation on the crest all increased the contribution of the March cohort, while both low prey 5 and 10, the high turbulence avoidance behavior, the swim to 10 m behavior, and 25% increased interannual predation decreased it (Figure 4.9b). Only in the opposite environment was the percent of survivors from March greater than the percent that hatched and the percent of survivors from April less. The contribution of the 1995 April cohort was decreased in the simulations that increased the contributions of February and March: opposite environment, swim to 30 m, temperature-dependent predation, and spatially-dependent predation on both the crest and flanks (Figure 4.9c).

The contribution of the February cohort to survivors experienced greater changes in 1998. Both February and March 1998 cohort contributions were increased by temperature-dependent predation, high crest predation, and all interannually lower predation rates, which in turn decreased the contribution of April (Figure 4.9d-f). Both low prey cases and all four behaviors decreased the February contribution in 1998 (Figure 4.9d). Decreases in the 1998 March contribution resulted from the opposite environment, low prey 5 and 10, high turbulence avoidance behavior, swim to 10 m and 30 m behaviors, and high flank predation (Figure 4.9e). These were the same cases that resulted in increases in the fraction of survivors from the 1998 April cohort (Figure 4.9f).
In all simulations, the percent of survivors from the February cohort was less than the percent hatched, whereas that of the April cohort was always greater than the percent hatched from that month (Figure 4.9d,f). The 1998 March cohort contributed less to survivors than it did to hatched larvae except when predation was temperature-dependent (Figure 4.9e).

**Growth rate**

In comparison to 1995, larvae hatched in 1998 had faster mean specific growth rates (% d⁻¹) from hatch until the mean time to 12 mm for that cohort in all but three cases (Figure 4.10). Growth was greater for larvae hatched at 1995 locations in the 1998 environment than larvae hatched in the 1998 locations exposed to the 1995 environment. Growth was also slightly higher in 1995 when larvae used the high turbulence avoidance behavior and the swim to 10 m behavior, which resulted in the lowest and highest growth rates respectively. Growth rates were very consistent across all different predation runs.

**4.4. Discussion**

Coupled biological-physical modeling simulations revealed disparities in the processes occurring during the larval period of haddock on Georges Bank between the years of differing recruitment, 1995 and 1998.
4.4.1. Advection

Larvae followed the general clockwise circulation pattern of Georges Bank. Though the majority of advective loss from the bank was out the GSC towards the Mid-Atlantic Bight, the lesser proportion of losses was northeastward along the shelf break or into the GOM in 1995 and out towards the Atlantic Ocean along the shelf break in 1998 (Figure 4.2). The February and March egg hatching patterns of 1995 resulted in larvae developing all over the bank in 1995, while development was restricted to the SF in 1998. This pattern was reversed for the April cohort where larvae developed along the SF in 1995 and all over the bank in 1998. Advective losses were greater in 1998 despite this year having lower wind stress (Mountain et al. 2008). In general, 1998 had lower percent survival in the model runs because the hatch locations made larvae more susceptible to advective loss, and was not the result of between-year differences in the physical circulation (Figure 4.4). Percent advective loss had a reciprocal relationship with predation, suggesting that an increase in one resulted in the decrease of the other (Figures 4 and 8a,b). Predation losses decreased with hatch date (Figure 4.4), which was consistent with the hypothesis that larvae were exposed to predation for less time as growth rate increased with hatch date (Table 4.4). Advective loss increased with hatch date simply because fewer larvae had been eaten, thus more live larvae were left to be advected off Georges Bank.

As mentioned in the methods, advection past the 100 m isobath was a proxy for starvation from leaving the rich prey environment of Georges Bank, heavy predation off the slope of the bank, and the inability to find suitable juvenile settlement habitat.
Alternatively, each of these processes could be modeled. Super-individuals and individuals are followed for the entire duration of the simulation, such that information on starvation, predation, and location are available after a larva leaves the region denoted by the 100 m isobath as long as it remains in the model domain. Many of these individuals starved and were eaten after advective loss in the model simulations. Though potential prey are advected off the bank in the same mass of water that contains the larvae being advected, starvation will occur from spatial and temporal mismatch of the larvae and prey. If larvae swim out of the layer of water that was advected, they will immediately experience the lower prey densities off the continental slope. Also, prey concentration will decrease as both the prey and their resources are diluted in the deep-ocean environment and as the prey are eaten by many of the same slope-water predators that will consume the larval fish. As with all predation, it is difficult to determine how to parameterize the off-bank predation rates to simulate the losses to mesopelagic fish and other predators. Finally, it is possible for larvae to be advected back onto the bank before experiencing either starvation or predation, thus true advective loss should be determined from individuals that are not near the favorable pebble-gravel settlement habitats (Lough et al. 1989) on Georges Bank at the time of the demersal transition. As this transition from a pelagic to demersal lifestyle happens during the juvenile stage, it could not be simulated in the present study because the biological models do not hold for juvenile haddock.
4.4.2. Starvation and growth

The model result that starvation was not an important source of mortality (Figure 4.8c) supports the findings of Buckley et al. (2006) who observed very low incidence of starvation in 5-12 mm larvae of haddock. Though direct starvation of larvae was not a large source of mortality, it most likely contributed to predation losses since malnourished larvae would be smaller and have higher predation rates. Starvation decreased with hatch date (Figure 4.4) because as the season progressed photoperiod and copepod prey concentrations (Table 4.5) increased, both of which allowed for the consumption of more biomass. These seasonal increases, in addition to the seasonal rise in temperature (Table 4.4), were reflected in the growth rates and mean times to 12 mm. Mean times decreased with hatch date due to faster growth rates from increased photoperiod, higher prey densities, and higher temperatures. The growth rates of the April cohorts were consistently high from dramatic increases in the copepod population during this time such that food was not limiting despite reductions to prey concentration. These high growth rates may have skewed the mean growth rates and mitigated the effect of prey availability on total survivorship.

The growth rate of haddock larvae is strongly correlated with the *Pseudocalanus* spp. biomass with a Michaelis-Menten type response (Buckley & Durbin 2006). The low prey cases were run to test the effect of interannual differences in prey concentration at concentrations below those producing saturated growth rates. The model results agree well with the curves calculated by Buckley and Durbin (2006) for 7-12 mm larvae, particularly the reference case (Figure 4.11). The discrepancy between the 5-7 mm
model results and the curve derived from RNA:DNA measurements (Figure 4.11a) can be explained by the developmental stages of *Pseudocalanus* spp. used to estimate biomass. For the 5-7 mm curve, Buckley and Durbin (2006) used the biomass of the developmental stages available to a 7 mm cod larvae following Lough et al. (2005), which was all of the stages. Though all stages may be found in observations of gut contents, they are not ingested with the same frequency, even when present in equal abundance, because of differences in capture success (Petrik et al. 2009). The modeled capture success of the naupliar stages of *Pseudocalanus* spp. is greater than 90%, however there is a steep decrease for the copepodite and adult stages from 90% for CI to <10% for CVI (Petrik et al. 2009). The low capture success of these stages suggests that the biomass used by Buckley and Durbin (2006) is an overestimate. Additionally, cod larvae eat larger prey than haddock (Kane 1984), and use of these prey items further overestimates the biomass available to larval haddock. Adjustments to the biomass available to 5-7 mm larvae would result in a lower half saturation constant in the fitted Michaelis-Menten function and shift the curve to the left, which would better fit the model results.

### 4.4.3. Swimming behavior

The different depth distributions resulting from the four different vertical swimming behaviors tested affected larval survival and sources of mortality. The differences in the number of surviving individuals were three-fold in 1998, with the high turbulence avoidance behavior causing the lowest survival, and the swim to 30 m
behavior the highest (Figure 4.6). Differences in the number surviving across these simulations were not as great in 1995, but the swim to 30 m behavior still resulted in the highest amount. Larvae with the swim to 30 m behavior benefitted from lower advection and predation losses by residing below the surface layer, but at a depth with high prey abundance and enough light for visual foraging. The starvation losses in the high turbulence avoidance and swim to turbulence minimum cases can be attributed to their greater proportions of larvae deeper in the water column where both prey density and light were low. All behaviors except high turbulence avoidance raised the 98:95 survival per hatch ratio from the reference level (Figure 4.7). These results of vertical swimming behavior helping to rectify model results with observations of interannual variability in survival, in combination with observations that the depth distribution of larval haddock is nonrandom (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993) suggest that the larvae are not passive. The mechanism governing their vertical behavior has not been determined and is an important area for future research.

The uneven vertical distribution of passive larvae (Figure 4.5a,f) and its similarity to that of larvae using the swim to turbulence minimum behavior (Figure 4.5c,h) suggest there is a problem with the vertical random walk model. When turbulent diffusivity is spatially nonuniform, particles can aggregate in the turbulence minimum region if a random walk model is implemented incorrectly (Visser 1997). The Lagrangian particle-tracking model applies the Visser (1997) correction to prevent this, however the time-step may not have been small enough to meet his criteria and is being investigated. Though the super-individuals had a mean depth near the surface rather than being randomly
distributed throughout the water column in all non-behavior cases, I believe that these results are still meaningful. For one, changes in the vertical distribution of larvae with behavior did not drastically alter the survival per hatch ratio (Figure 4.7), nor the fraction of larvae lost to advection, predation, and starvation (Figure 4.8). Secondly, this distribution is more similar to the distributions of larvae observed in the field (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993) than an even or random distribution, making it an adequate reference case.

4.4.4. Hatch date of survivors

Lapolla and Buckley (2005) back-calculated the hatch date of young-of-year juvenile haddock and found that the hatch date frequency of the surviving juveniles peaked between February and mid-March, with 1998 having a significantly later peak hatch date than 1995. More larvae hatched in April and May of 1998 survived than the 1995-1999 average, but the highest survival was still from the early hatch dates (Lapolla & Buckley 2005). Mountain et al. (2008) also found that the peak contribution of each cohort occurred in March of 1995 and 1998 by back-calculated hatch dates from larval abundances and estimated mortality rates. The passive reference case simulation had lower percent survival from the February and March cohorts, but the cases with swim to 10 m behavior, temperature-dependent predation, higher predation on the crest, and higher predation on the flanks increased their contributions (Figure 4.9). The proportion of survivors from the February cohort was never greater than the proportion of larvae hatched from this month, but the proportion of survivors from the March cohort was
greater than the proportion hatched under the simulation of temperature-dependent predation in 1998 (Figure 4.9).

The temperature-dependent predation rate was used to test the hypothesis that early-hatched haddock are the dominant survivors because they reach an invulnerable size before their predators become abundant (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Buckley & Durbin 2006, Buckley et al. 2010). Even though temperature-dependent predation failed to increase the fraction of survivors from February and March above the fraction that hatched, it was able to increase their contributions while decreasing that of the April cohort. Part of the discrepancy between my results and theirs could be that I measured survival at the end of the larval period rather than during the juvenile stage. Nevertheless, a different parameterization of temperature-dependent predation may result in cohort contributions that agree better with observations of the mean hatch date of survivors.

Observations from 1976-1987 (Lough et al. 2006) and 1995-1999 (Mountain et al. 2008) show peak haddock spawning between March and April. Evolutionarily, the peak in spawning and subsequent hatching should be timed to result in the highest survival of eggs and larvae. During the MARMAP (Marine Resources Monitoring, Assessment and Prediction) study period of 1976-1987, the large and moderate year-classes of haddock were spawned in April and benefitted from high hatching rates, high physical retention, high prey concentrations in May, and a late seasonal temperature-dependent growth optimum (Lough et al. 2006). In contrast, observations from the 1995-1999 GLOBEC GB study period demonstrate a mismatch between the time of peak hatching and time
when most survivors hatched (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Mountain et al. 2008). For example, 1998 peak spawning occurred between February and March (days 45-85) followed by peak hatching in April (day 115), but the peak hatch time of survivors was in early March (day 65; Mountain et al. 2008).

Following the seasonal predation hypothesis (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Buckley & Durbin 2006, Buckley et al. 2010), there could have been a decadal shift in the predator community on Georges Bank that resulted in higher predation rates earlier in the year for 1995-1999 than 1977-1987 and the earlier hatch dates of survivors. Conversely, the predation rates may have been constant, but the physical environment in 1995-1999 could have become more retentive earlier in the year and/or more advective later in the spring. Similarly, bottom-up biological processes in 1995-1999 could have resulted in prey concentrations in February and March that were high enough to support growth to a size invulnerable to predators. A potential mechanism responsible for this hypothesis is increased stratification from the input of low salinity water into the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank from the Arctic, which could result in an earlier spring bloom and earlier development of larval haddock prey populations (Ji et al. 2008). Regardless of the cause of the mismatch in peak hatching time of all eggs and just those that survived, if this state persists, the adult haddock population may shift its peak spawning time to coincide with the ideal conditions.

Alternatively, the time of peak spawning may be controlled by the age structure of the adult population. Age 2 females of the North Sea haddock population spawned 27-36 days later than older females in 1994, 1996, and 1999 (Wright & Gibb 2005). Similar to
the 1995-1999 observations from Georges Bank population, the timing of peak spawn
date of surviving North Sea juveniles was earlier than the peak in egg production in 1996
and 1999 (Wright & Gibb 2005). Wright and Gibb (2005) suggested that the negative
selection on late spawning dates was the result of less viable eggs and larvae produced by
the age 2 females. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that older haddock females
produce larger eggs (Hislop 1988) from which larger larvae hatch (Rideout et al. 2005).
Larger larvae have more advanced morphological characteristics that could confer
survival advantages during the first few days after hatch (Rideout et al. 2005). In
addition, haddock are batch spawners and egg size decreases with each batch spawned
(Rideout et al. 2005). Thus, the early hatch date of surviving haddock in the Georges
Bank population could be the product of small eggs spawned late in the year as last
batches and/or from young females resulting in higher mortality rates and merits further
study.

4.4.5. Survival

Higher total numbers of surviving larvae in the reference simulations of 1998 than
1995 (Figure 4.6) appear to be related to the greater number of larvae hatched in 1998
(Table 4.2). Since the number surviving was only a small percentage of the initial
number of larvae, changes in predation, advection, and growth were expected to be
important causes of changes in numbers of surviving larvae between years. However, in
all but the high-predation runs, the initial abundance and distribution of hatched larvae
was critically important, as can clearly be seen in the run with opposite environment, i.e.,
the larvae hatched in 1998 but subjected to the 1995 environmental conditions still had a greater number of survivors (Figure 4.6).

The number of eggs spawned is not a good predictor of hatching success, which is instead correlated to southeastern wind stress off Georges Bank (Mountain et al. 2008). Though spawning predominantly occurs on the NEP, spawning on western Georges Bank can contribute survivors in the winter when advective loss from the surface waters of the NEP is highest (Lough et al. 2006). The interannual variability in hatching success may also be related to the percentage of eggs spawned west of 67.5°W (Mountain et al. 2008). Despite the result of higher total survival in 1998 than 1995, the percent of hatched larvae that survived was greater in 1995 (Figure 4.7), opposite to estimates of percent of hatched larvae that recruited (Mountain & Kane 2010) or that survived to 15 dph (Mountain et al. 2008). The only way to match the observed ratio reported by Mountain and Kane (2010) was to increase the predation mortality by 25% in 1995 and decrease it by the same amount in 1998. It was under these interannually varying predation runs that the influence of predation on the total number surviving surpassed that of the number of eggs hatched. These results suggest that predation is the dominant factor controlling the difference in larval survival between these two years.

4.4.6. Predation

Making changes to the predation rate was the only way to reconcile the differences in survival per hatch between 1995 and 1998, as well as reproduce observations of early hatch dates contributing more to the surviving juveniles. All
simulations with interannually varying predation rates and the simulation with high predation on the flanks increased the survival per hatch ratio above the reference case (Figure 4.7). Each predation case both increased and decreased the contributions of the February and March cohorts depending on cohort and year, with the exception of temperature-dependent predation, which always increased the contributions of the early hatch dates while decreasing that of April (Figure 4.9). In order to have higher survival per hatch in 1998 compared to 1995 and to have early hatched larvae contribute more to the survivors, it can be inferred that predation rates were higher in 1995 than 1998 and that predation rate increased with increasing temperature. In addition, higher predation on the flanks in 1995 would also improve interannual differences in survival rate and the contribution of the March cohort.

There are many types of potential invertebrate predators of fish larvae such as chaetognaths (Kuhlmann 1977), copepods (e.g. *Euchaeta norvegica*; Bailey 1984, Yen 1987), amphipods (e.g. *Parathemisto*; Sheader & Evans 1975, Yamashita et al. 1985), mysids (Bailey 1984), decapod shrimps (e.g. *Crangon septemspinosa*; Wilcox & Jeffries 1974), euphausiids (Bailey 1984), hydroids (Madin et al. 1996), medusae (Bailey 1984, Purcell 1985), siphonophores (Purcell 1985), as well as vertebrate predators like Atlantic herring (*Clupea harengus*) and mackerel (*Scomber scombrus*; Garrison et al. 2000). Most of these predators are opportunistic such that the prey items found in their guts reflect the natural abundances of the plankton. Since fish larvae are rather dilute (0-2.5 m$^{-3}$; Lough 1984), it is doubtful that any predator specifically targets them or that they make up a significant portion of any predator’s diet. Even though predation of fish larvae...
may be incidental, there may be considerable loss of larvae if predator abundances and consumption rates are high.

Chaetognaths are probably not significant predators on larval haddock since they can only eat larvae within a narrow time period after hatch (4 dph; Kuhlmann 1977). Similarly, the copepod *E. norvegica* cannot consume larvae greater than 7 mm (Bailey 1984). In addition, its consumption rate of larval fish is low in comparison to medusae and euphausiids (Bailey 1984) and it is the least abundant of all potential invertebrate predators on Georges Bank (Sullivan & Meise 1996), thus negating it as a dominant predator. Though the filtering rates of mackerel could lead to high predation losses, their lack of spatial and temporal overlap on Georges Bank with haddock larvae discounts them as important predators (Garrison et al. 2000).

Consequently, I examined the remaining potential predators (amphipods, mysids, *C. septemspinosa*, euphausiids, siphonophores, and herring) for interannual differences to support the model conclusions of greater predation rates in 1995. Herring stock estimates indicate that the population was greater in 1998 (DFO 2003), contradicting model results. Many of the invertebrate predators were sampled during the GLOBEC GB study with a 10 m² MOCNESS (Brown et al. 2005). First, the fraction of tows found containing each predatory taxon was used to test if there was a significant difference in the presence of each taxon between years. Then the measured abundances were used to compute 2-way ANOVAs with year and month as factors. Neither the presence of euphausiids (p=0.71), mysids (p=0.50) and *C. septemspinosa* (p=1.00), nor their abundance when found (p=0.13, p=0.38, p=0.81 respectively) were significantly greater in 1995 compared to
1998, though mean log abundance of mysids was greater in April and May of 1995 (Figure 4.12a). There was a greater chance of collecting siphonophores \( p<0.01 \) and hyperiid amphipods \( p=0.02 \) in 1995, and the abundances of both predators had highly significant year effects \( p<0.01 \) and \( p=0 \), respectively), with mean log abundances showing increased concentrations in 1995 (Figure 4.12b,c).

It is very possible that the greater abundances of siphonophores and hyperiid amphipods in 1995 compared to 1998 resulted in greater predation rates in 1995 and the observed differences in survival rate. Unlike the other invertebrate predators that eat fish larvae incidentally, fish larvae can comprise 90-100% of the diets of cystonect siphonophores and are frequently consumed by physonect siphonores (Purcell 1981, 1985). The many gastrozooids of siphonophores allow them to ingest more than one larva at a time (Purcell 1985). Hyperiid amphipods can have a detrimental effect on larval fish populations depending on densities of predator and prey, and on their spatial and temporal overlap. For example, predation by the hyperiid amphipod *Parathemisto japonica* resulted in daily predation losses up to 45.2% of sand-eel larvae (Yamashita et al. 1985). The importance of siphonophores and hyperiid amphipods as predators on haddock larvae is further supported by their lowest abundances occurring in March (Figure 4.12), which could lead to an increase in the contribution of larvae hatched during this month as observed (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Mountain et al. 2008). The climatological distributions of siphonophores and hyperiids indicate greater abundances outside the 60 m isobath (Sullivan & Meise 1996), which lends credence to model predictions of higher predation on the flanks in 1995 to help reconcile the survival per
hatch ratios and contribution of the March cohort. Conversely, mysids and *C. septemspinosa* are more abundant on the crest region inside 60m (Sullivan & Meise 1996), thus the fact that these taxa were not significantly more abundant in 1995 might be irrelevant if predation in this region is not important in driving interannual variability in larval survival. Additionally, the warm water intrusions in 1995 could have advected slope water predators onto Georges Bank (Brown et al. 2005), thereby increasing overall predation rates, as well as rates on the flank.

This analysis was a small effort to understand the interannual predation rates on Georges Bank. Further work is required in the form of horizontal and vertical distributions of predators and consumption rates on larval fish.

### 4.4.7. Conclusions

From the model results, I conclude that the survival of larval haddock on Georges Bank is dominated by predation. Model results from changes to the predation rate were the only ones that agreed with observations of higher survival per hatch of larvae in 1998 compared to 1995 (Mountain et al. 2008, Mountain & Kane 2010), and of observations of the mean hatch date of survivors (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Mountain et al. 2008). The role of advection during the larval period was negated by the fact that modeled advective losses were higher in 1998 due to hatch location, despite lower wind stress that year. This conclusion is supported by Mountain et al. (2008), who did not find a relationship between modeled wind-driven transport and early larval mortality rates. Furthermore, the hypothesis that interannual variation in larval survival is the result of bottom-up
effects was rejected by the cases with low prey concentrations, which did not agree with observations of survival per hatch and the hatch date of survivors.

The higher total number of survivors in 1998 was related to the greater number of larvae hatched in that year and to a hypothesized lower predation rate. The greater hatching success in 1998 seems related to lower southeastern wind stress and a greater proportion of eggs spawned on the western part of Georges Bank (Mountain et al. 2008), while the lower predation rate could stem from the lower abundances of hyperiid amphipods and siphonophores in that year relative to 1995. The number of haddock eggs spawned is not significantly correlated to recruitment, whereas egg hatching and larval survival are (Mountain et al. 2008). Mountain et al. (2008) found that the contributions of egg and larval mortalities to overall haddock survivorship were comparable. In light of their results and the modeling work presented here, I conclude that interannual differences in haddock recruitment during the 1995-1999 GLOBEC GB study period are dominated by advection during the embryonic period and predation during the larval stage. Further research is needed to assess whether these patterns hold for other years.
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Tables

Table 4.1. Multiplication factor used to adjust copepod population model concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Low Prey 5</th>
<th>Low Prey 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. Total number of larvae hatched ($\times 10^{12}$) by cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>11.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3. Mean time (d) to 12 mm and mean specific growth rate (% d$^{-1}$) from hatch until mean time to 12 mm in the reference case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4. Mean temperature (°C) experienced by larvae from hatch until mean time to 12 mm in the reference case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5. Mean *Pseudocalanus* spp. concentration (no. m$^{-3}$) of the grouped developmental stages experienced by larvae from hatch until mean time to 12 mm for each cohort and year in the reference case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>1998</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>Mar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nauplii</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copepodites</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6. Total number of surviving larvae ($\times 10^{10}$) by cohort in the reference case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>13.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>19.69</td>
<td>30.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.1. Map of the Gulf of Maine (GOM) and Georges Bank (GB) with the subregions: Northeast Channel (NEC), Northeast Peak (NEP), Southern Flank (SF), Great South Channel (GSC).
Figure 4.2. Trajectories (grey lines) from 1995(a-c) and 1998(d-f) hatch (blue dots) until each super-individual reached 12 mm (red dots). The black line is the 100 m isobath. One out of every 10 super-individuals hatched is shown. Hatch locations were determined from observations of egg abundance (Sibunka et al. 2006) projected forward using estimated egg mortality rates and spatially integrated using kriging as described in Mountain et al. (2003, 2008).
Figure 4.3. Percent contributed by each cohort to the total number of individuals hatched (left) or survived (right). F – February (black), M – March (gray), A – April (white).
Figure 4.4. Fate of all passive individuals, as percent of total individuals hatched, at 55 dph or upon reaching 12 mm. A – Advection (black), P – Predation, (gray), St – Starvation, Su – Survival (white).
Figure 4.5. Mean depth of all super-individuals from 1995 (top) and 1998 (bottom) hatch until the end of the simulation (Julian Day 162) in 1 m depth bins. P – passive (reference), B1 – high turbulence avoidance behavior, B2 – swim to turbulence minimum behavior, D10 – swim to 10 m behavior, D30 – swim to 30 m behavior.
Figure 4.6. The total number of surviving individuals hatched in 1995 and 1998 for all fourteen cases. R – reference, O – opposite environment, P5 – low prey 5, P10 – low prey 10, B1 – high turbulence avoidance behavior, B2 – swim to low turbulence minimum behavior, D10 – swim to 10 m behavior, D30 – swim to 30 m behavior, T – temperature-dependent predation, SC – spatially-dependent high crest predation, SF – spatially-dependent high flank predation, I10 – interannually varying predation ±10%, I25 – interannually varying predation ±25%, I50 – interannually varying predation ±50%.
Figure 4.8. The percentage of individuals hatched that were lost to (a) advection, (b) predation, and (c) starvation in 1995 and 1998. Note difference in y-axis scale for starved. R – reference, O – opposite environment, P5 – low prey 5, P10 – low prey 10, B1 – high turbulence avoidance behavior, B2 – swim to low turbulence minimum behavior, D10 – swim to 10 m behavior, D30 – swim to 30 m behavior, T – temperature-dependent predation, SC – spatially-dependent high crest predation, SF – spatially-dependent high flank predation, I10 – interannually varying predation ±10%, I25 – interannually varying predation ±25%, I50 – interannually varying predation ±50%.
Figure 4.9. Fraction of total surviving individuals from each cohort is presented as the difference from the reference passive case for 1995 (top) and 1998 (bottom). The dashed line represents the fraction of all hatched larvae from that cohort. R - reference, O - opposite environment, P5 - low prey 5, P10 - low prey 10, B1 - high turbulence avoidance behavior, B2 - swim to low turbulence minimum behavior, D10 - swim to 10 m behavior, D30 - swim to 30 m behavior, T - temperature-dependent predation, SC - spatially-dependent high crest predation, SF - spatially-dependent high flank predation, 110 - interannually varying predation ±10%, 125 - interannually varying predation ±25%, 150 - interannually varying predation ±50%.
Figure 4.10. Mean specific growth rate (% d\(^{-1}\)) of larvae from hatch in 1995 and 1998 until mean time to 12 mm. R – reference, O – opposite environment, P5 – low prey 5, P10 – low prey 10, B1 – high turbulence avoidance behavior, B2 – swim to low turbulence minimum behavior, D10 – swim to 10 m behavior, D30 – swim to 30 m behavior, T – temperature-dependent predation, SC – spatially-dependent high crest predation, SF – spatially-dependent high flank predation, I10 – interannually varying predation ±10%, I25 – interannually varying predation ±25%, I50 – interannually varying predation ±50%.
Figure 4.12. Mean log abundance and standard errors (m$^{-3}$) of the potential predators (a) mysid shrimp, (b) siphonophores, and (c) hyperiid amphipods on Georges Bank in 1995 and 1998.
Chapter 5

Conclusions from individual-based modeling of
larval haddock on Georges Bank

5.1. Thesis Summary

The goal of this thesis was to investigate the processes affecting larval survival and thus recruitment success of the haddock population on Georges Bank. Focus was placed on the feeding and vertical behavior of larval haddock, which affect starvation, growth, predation, and physical transport.

5.1.1. Foraging model

The feeding model of Chapter 2 revealed that differences between larval haddock and cod prey selection are not large. Similar to observations of gut contents from field-collected larvae (Kane 1984, Lough & Mountain 1996), modeled cod larvae ate larger and later developmental stages of copepod prey than haddock of the same length as a result of their bigger mouths. Additionally, the metabolic requirements of haddock are higher than those of cod, resulting in slower modeled growth rates when the same amount
of food was available. Prey selection proved rather insensitive to changes in the pause-travel foraging behavior, suggesting that the parameters measured for larval cod are sufficient in models for haddock.

The modeling results of Chapter 2 support observations that prey preference of larval fish varies by copepod species, and is not solely dependent on the predator-prey size relationship (Munk 1997). By adding species-specific behavioral characteristics of the four main copepod prey species *Calanus finmarchicus*, *Pseudocalanus spp.*, *Oithona similis*, and *Centropages typicus*, the mechanistic feeding model was able to resolve the discrepancies between previous prey selection models (Kristiansen et al. 2009a) and observations, particularly that *C. typicus* is found less often in the guts of larval haddock and cod than its abundance and length would predict (Kane 1984, Heath & Lough 2007). Though encounter rate is important, the results of the mechanistic foraging model imply that the species and stages of copepods available to larval fish are determined by the escape abilities of the copepods. The prey that will be highly preferred, for example *Pseudocalanus* spp. by larval haddock, is one that has weak escape abilities, a size smaller than the mouth gape of the fish, and high population densities.

### 5.1.2. Vertical behavior model

Chapter 3 revealed that haddock larvae have rather weak swimming abilities compared to the turbulent velocities on Georges Bank. As a result, larvae that directed their vertical swimming at random, with a speed inversely related to prey concentration, had very similar depth distributions, at least during the first 20 days post hatch in model
simulations. It was during this time that predation rates were highest, setting the survival rate of the population. For these reasons, no parameterization of this swimming behavior was clearly better than the others. In contrast, when larvae used a directed vertical swimming behavior, they were able to overcome turbulence and different behavioral parameterizations resulted in changes in fitness. More individuals survived to the juvenile stage when they put more emphasis on avoiding visual predation than finding food.

Despite the fact that the individuals using the predation-avoidance directed swimming behavior had the highest fitness, the depth distribution produced by this behavior was not consistent with observations of larvae in the field. The disparity between observations and model results suggests that visual predation does not strongly influence the vertical behavior of larval haddock on Georges Bank. The observed nonrandom vertical distribution of haddock larvae (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993) indicates that they have vertical behavior, while results from this modeling study imply that it must be directed in some way since the mechanism of spending more time handling food in regions of high prey was not able to reproduce the observed distributions.

5.1.3. Three-dimensional coupled biological-physical model

In Chapter 4, I created the first three-dimensional (3D) biophysical individual-based model (IBM) of larval haddock for Georges Bank to test why levels of larval haddock survival on Georges Bank were different in the years 1995 and 1998, thereby
gaining insights into mechanisms controlling recruitment in fish populations. Advection, prey availability, hatch location, and vertical behavior were rejected as causes of the interannual variability. Changes to the predation rate produced the only model results that agreed with observations of higher survival per hatch of larvae in 1998, and with observations of the mean hatch date of survivors. These findings suggest that predation on larval haddock was greater in 1995 than 1998, possibly from the increased abundance of siphonophores and hyperiid amphipods, and that predation intensifies seasonally from both the increase in predator abundances and their metabolic demands. If these two years are representative of the Georges Bank haddock population, then model results can be extrapolated to conclude that interannual variability in haddock recruitment is dominated by predation during the larval stage.

5.2. Significance

This thesis is the culmination of much of the work proposed by the U.S. GLOBEC Northwest Atlantic/Georges Bank (GLOBEC GB) program (Wiebe et al. 2002). In it, I used data on copepod abundances, larval fish gut contents, larval fish vertical distributions, and predator abundances collected during the 1995-1999 GLOBEC GB field sampling. Additionally, I utilized the FVCOM Eulerian and Lagrangian particle-tracking models (Chen et al. 2006), and a Pseudocalanus spp. population model (Ji et al. 2009), all of which were developed at least in part to study the population dynamics of the dominant copepod species and fishes Atlantic cod and haddock, with respect to physical and biological changes of their habitat. My thesis specifically
addressed the aim of GLOBEC GB Phase 4b to better understand the recruitment of haddock with the creation of biophysical models of fish larvae.

The foraging model identified that species-specific differences in swimming and escape behaviors of copepod prey are important in determining prey selection. Current models of larval fish have moved beyond temperature-dependent growth rates and include more realistic growth models that incorporate ingestion (e.g. Kühn et al. 2008, Kristiansen et al. 2009b). Size-structured prey selection has been recommended for these models (Daewel et al. 2008), however, the results of my thesis suggest that size alone cannot predict the availability of prey to larval fish. The appeal of using size-structured prey fields is that they are simpler in complex 3D biophysical models. This approach will lead to inaccurate estimates of prey availability. Models that include the composition of species in the prey community are needed to account for species-specific encounter rates and capture probabilities.

Incorporating differences in prey selection will be crucial for studying climate variability. Copepod communities have changed with temperature and salinity in the North Sea (Beaugrand et al. 2003, Pitois & Fox 2008) and on Georges Bank (Kane et al. 2007, Mountain & Kane 2010). The inclusion of species composition and their ability to be encountered and captured by larval fish should forecast how larval fish survival will be affected by varying copepod community structure better than studying the changes in size and abundance alone. This may be of particular importance to the Georges Bank haddock population, as it is predicted that increasing temperatures with climate change will lead to a northward shift of C. typicus, causing it to be the dominant copepod in the
Gulf of Maine region (Stegert et al. 2010). The dominance of *C. typicus* could be detrimental to larval haddock because they are more evasive than the preferred prey *Pseudocalanus* spp., which is projected to experience declines in both abundance and temporal overlap with feeding haddock larvae. This species-specific predator-prey interaction together with climate-induced shifts in prey species composition could lead to a collapse of the haddock fishery on Georges Bank, regardless of management strategy. This result provides an excellent example of why the GLOBEC species-level approach is critical for understanding marine ecosystems and fisheries ecology.

Observations of the vertical distribution of haddock larvae suggest that feeding is of greater consequence than avoiding visual predation, thus the haddock larvae are centered around the depths with highest prey biomass (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993). Modeling results indicated the opposite, that avoiding visual predation produced greater fitness than seeking food. However, in these model simulations the effective prey densities were high due to high turbulent velocities that increased encounter rates, yet did not act to disperse the prey as they would in the field. Thus it would seem that avoiding visual predation is only important when larvae are not food-limited. There is some evidence that older larvae (>9-13 mm) avoid visual predators with diel vertical migrations such that they reside below the pycnocline during the day and move up into it at night (Lough & Potter 1993).

The lack of visual predation pressure as a selection force on the vertical behavior of haddock larvae is consistent with the hypothesized significant predators on Georges Bank in 1995. Predation by the piscivorous fishes herring and mackerel is not regularly
present and the stochastic overlap of these fish populations with larval haddock probably prevents the haddock population from adapting to it. On the other hand, invertebrate predation is a constant threat on Georges Bank. Cnidarians, such as siphonophores, are non-visual predators (Purcell 1985), and though hyperiid amphipods do use vision, they also feed in the dark (Yamashita et al. 1984).

Since invertebrate predators are present throughout the water column, there is no vertical refuge for the fish larvae and consequently their vertical behavior orients them towards finding prey instead. The inability of larval haddock to avoid their predators spatially further supports the hypothesis that they avoid them in time (Lapolla & Buckley 2005, Buckley & Durbin 2006, Buckley et al. 2010). The larvae spawned early in the season are able to grow to an invulnerable size by the time predation rates reach their peak, thereby contributing more to the surviving year-class than larvae hatched later in the year. This hypothesis was verified by using temperature-dependent predation rates in the 3D model of larval haddock.

Predation has long been hypothesized as one of the drivers of fish recruitment variability (Bailey & Houde 1989). Direct predation is difficult to study, but it is supported by mesocosm studies that show lower mortality rates of larvae when predators were excluded in comparison with the mortality rates calculated for larvae in the field (Bailey & Houde 1989). Another line of supporting evidence is that the non-feeding stages of fish (eggs and yolk-sac larvae) are the ones with the highest mortality rates, which negates starvation as the cause (Bailey & Houde 1989). Neither type of these studies is able to reject advection as the dominant source of mortality, which is where
hydrodynamic models are useful. The coupled biophysical model of larval haddock on Georges Bank eliminated both advection and starvation in favor of predation as the main cause of larval survival differences between 1995 and 1998.

5.3. Future Directions

This thesis has identified two large gaps in our knowledge of larval fish and points towards areas of future research.

5.3.1. Larval fish vertical behavior

The first knowledge gap is on the vertical swimming behavior of larvae and the mechanism behind it. In stratified conditions the maximum abundance of haddock larvae often coincides with the depth of maximum prey density and the pycnocline (Lough 1984, Buckley & Lough 1987, Lough & Potter 1993), though it is not known how the larvae find this depth. It has been postulated from the small perception volume of the larvae that they rarely encounter more than one prey item at a time, thus they do not experience prey gradients for making decisions. Davis et al. (1991) demonstrated that the use of gradients is not necessary for concentrating individuals around a resource. Individuals can aggregate around a resource simply by spending more time in the regions with higher prey density. This mechanism would arise naturally by larvae spending less time swimming and more time handling prey in areas of high prey abundance. However, this mechanism was unable to concentrate haddock larvae around a layer of prey because random orientation combined with their low swimming speeds was not enough to
overcome the turbulent dissipation rates estimated for Georges Bank. Then again, this mechanism cannot be rejected completely since it may succeed if dissipation rates are one to two orders of magnitude lower as some field observations suggest.

Assuming that the higher turbulent dissipation rates are accurate, larval haddock must be using a directed vertical swimming behavior to orient towards prey. Continuing with the supposition that larvae cannot detect gradients, larvae could direct their swimming by using local information on light and turbulence. Light decreases with depth, while turbulent dissipation rates are highest at the surface and bottom of the water column on Georges Bank. By swimming down under high turbulence and high light conditions, and up under high turbulence and low light conditions, larvae should reach a subsurface location with low turbulence corresponding with the pycnocline, the region associated with high prey abundance. Such a mechanism was tested in the 3D simulations, but did not prove very successful as it led to some larvae starving at depths where either prey concentrations or light levels were too low, or both. This mechanism still has potential, possibly with different parameterizations, and requires further study.

It is not implausible for larval haddock to detect gradients in prey, temperature, or turbulence, which would lead them to the thermo/pycnocline and depth of high prey density. Conversely, larval vertical position may be controlled by their buoyancy and not active behavior (Sclafani et al. 1993). Alternatively, larvae may be inhabiting certain depths not because of high prey availability, but because they lead to greater retention on Georges Bank. For example, larvae that swam to 30 m in the 3D simulations had lower advective losses. It would be valuable to determine which selection pressure is
responsible for the vertical distribution of larvae, and to identify how larvae are detecting these depths. Work with vertical models of behavior needs to be continued with different behaviors and alternate parameterizations of those behaviors, as well as with temporally varying prey fields and environmental conditions. Additionally, laboratory studies should be conducted to test which biological and environmental variables larvae can sense, and how their vertical position responds to them. Though prescribing depths for particles in coupled biophysical models is better than assuming passivity, we should strive to use mechanistic models of vertical position since only these will be able predict consequences should the system change from the state under which vertical position was originally studied.

### 5.3.2 Predation mortality

The second knowledge gap uncovered by this thesis is information about predation mortality. Much focus has been placed on bottom-up studies of zooplankton and fish larvae, whereas the GLOBEC GB program was designed to study both bottom-up and top-down processes. The results of the 3D model stress the importance of predation and necessitate more top-down investigations. For one, we require more information on the spatial (horizontal and vertical) distributions of predators both seasonally and interannually to determine how they overlap with larval fish in both space and time. Further analysis of the GLOBEC GB net tow data will be helpful in this regard. Secondly, we need supplementary data on consumption rates and how they are affected by temperature. Further analysis of predator feeding studies carried out during
GLOBEC GB is also recommended. Predation studies are difficult because of the low abundances of larval fish, patchiness of both larvae and their predators, rapid digestion of larvae, undersampling of large and fragile predators, potential for net feeding in field samples, and container effects in laboratory studies (Hunter 1984). Since fish larvae are often eaten incidentally, laboratory studies of consumption rates will not accurately reflect those of the ocean unless larvae are present in field concentrations and alternate prey types are available. Additional mesocosm studies may provide new insights into these processes.

This thesis, in conjunction with work by Mountain et al. (2008), has identified the sources of mortality responsible for the different recruitment levels of haddock on Georges Bank in 1995 and 1998: advection of the egg stages and predation of the larval stages. Future research should assess if these sources hold for other years, such as 1963, 1975, and 2003, which had very large year-classes of Georges Bank haddock.
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